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Young Wild West's Red-Hot. Fight
OR, THE HIDALGO'S HIDDEN HAUNT
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Young Wild West Receives A
Message.
As Young Wild West and his friends r ode
into the town of Tucson, Arizona, one day in
the forenoon, a fe·w years ago, when civilization
was not very well advanced in that section of the
country, they were greeted by a rousing cheer.
There was nothing strange in this, since the
boy, who was called the Champion Deadshot of
the \Vest, ,,;as quite well known there. It was
the same with his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie, the ex-government scout and Indian fighter,
and Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy about our hero's
own age. These three had worked wonders in
the way of helping along civilization, and the1·e
probably was no trio in existence who had passed
through as many thrilling adventures· and experienced the hairbreadth escapes that they had.
Young Wild West was certainly the ideal Boy
Hero of the Wild West. True as steel, handsome, athletic, courageous and daring, these
qualifications, coupled with the fact that he never
missed the mark when he pulled the trig,ger of a
rifle or ·revolver, made him a rare exception to
the boys of our land. The two partners of the
young deadshot were not the only ones with him
when he rode into Tucson on this particula1· day.
The girl were there, too, and so were the two
Chinamen, who were hired in the-capacity of cook
and handy man. The "girls," as they_ were alays called by our hero and his pards, were
Arietta Murdock, the golden-haired sweetheart
of Young Wild West; Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise Gardner, J-im Dart's
sweetheart.
The reader must be very well acquainted with
them all by this time, so there is no need of
wasting space in giving a description of them.
Mounted upon his splendid sorrel stallion, Spitfire, and attired in a fancy hunting-suit of buckskin, a broad-brimmed sombrero tipped jauntily
back upon his head, Young Wild West made a
handsome as well as dashing appearance, as he
brought his steed to a halt before the principal
h otel of the town. Then it was that another
cheer went up, and half a dozen men, some of
them attired rather roughly, rushed forward to
have the chance of gripping his hand.
"Well, gendemen, what is all this noise about?"

the boy said, in the cool and easy wa1- that had
made him famous. "Can't a fellow ride up quietly without attracting so much attention?"
"That'g all right, Wild," a bald-headed man
answered from the doorway. "Ther boys know
yer, an' they can't keep from lettin' themselves
loose when they see yer ccmin'. You're all
right, an' they know it. Your pards is all ri,.ght,
too, an' so is ther gals."
"How about Hop Wah, Young Wild West's
clever Chinee?" one of the roughly dressed men
called out, loudly.
·'Oh, Hop Wah is all right, too. He's ther
smartest Chinee?" one of the roughly dressed
men called out, loudly.
"Oh, Jlop Wah is all right, too. He's ther
sma,:te~t heathen that ever landed at 'Frisco.
He's as full of fun as he kin be an' ther magic
tricks he kin do is enough ter keep a feller
watchin' for a whole day at a time."
Right here we may as well mention that the
Chinaman alluded to was really a clever sleightof-hand performer. He v:as also very amusing,
and through his cbverness he had on several
occasions been the mean<; of saving the lives of
our hero and his companions. Thus it was that
Hop Wah had become a fixture to the party, and
was called the handy man . His brother, Wing
,vah, was the cook, but he was far from quiet,
and it was seldom that he ever did anything to
cause more than passing notice. A bland smile
was on the face of Hop as he rode up to the
head of the line on his piebald cayuse.
"Velly nicee day, so be," he called out, in a
shrill, falsetto voice. "Evelybody allee samee
feelee goodee. Me feelee goodee, too. Me velly
smartee Chinee."
Then a burst of laughter went up, which was
quickly followly by a cheer for Hop Wah. Mean·while, ou,r hero and hi s friends were dismounting.
The girls were promptly escorted to the hotel
parlor, and then the horses were taken around to
the stable. It was not until Wild and his
partners returned to the hotel that the proprietor called our hero aside ·and said, with an
air of importance :
"I've got a message for you here. It's been
waitin' for two or three weeks. It's writ clown,
too, but I know what it is.''
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"Anything of importance, Mr. Lake?" the boy
asked, coolly.
"Well, you might think so, 'cause you're always lookin' for somethin' in ther way of excitement an' danger."
"Well, let me have the message."
"Come right here in ther back room. I've got
it in my pock1!t, where I've been keepin' it for
you, Wild."
Our hero ahd his partners followed the hotelkeeper into a little room in the rear, and after
closing the door, the proprietor produced a rather
ragged envelope. He carefully drew from this a
sheet of paper that was folded several times,
and handed it to the boy. Wild, as he was called
by his friends and acquaintances for short, calmly unfolded the paper and read the following:
"To Sen'or Young Wild West:
"Having heard that you are interested in solving mysteries, I take the liberty of writing you
this brief note. I don't know when you will receive this, but have mailed it to Tucson, where
I have heard you sometimes stop. Should you
care to make a trip to Nogales and meet me
there, I assure you that I will interest you greatly, and perhaps put you in the way of reaping
a small harvest of ,gold. The mysterious part
of the affair I will call the Hidalgo's Hidden
Haunt. Should you come you will easily find
me, for I am well known here, though my residence is over the line in Mexico.
"Respectfully yours,
"Juan Roderique."
"Ain't much to it, is there, Wild?" Lake added,
looking at the bov curiously, when he had finished
reading the brief epistle.
"Well, I don't know, Mr. Lake," was the reply. "It seems to me that there is a whole lot
to it. Anyhow, the1·e is just enough to excite
my interest. I haven't the least idea what sort
of a man Juan Roderique is, but from the tone
of his letter I take it that he is anxious to get
some one to help him out of a difficult:;. Well,
I reckon we will go down to Nogales, Mr. Lake.
We have no particular destination in view after
leaving Tucson, anyway."
"Oh, I was putty sure you would go down an'
investigate, anyhow. Even if you knew it was
a job put-up ter kill you, you would go, I s'pose.''
"I certainly would," and the boy smiled earnestly.
"Great gimlets!" Charlie exclaimed, when he
read the missive, "what in thunder does this
mean, Wild?"
"You know as much as I do, Charlie," ·was the
reto1't.
"Mystery, eh?" and the scout shook his head.
"Well, I reckon you always like ter solve mysteries."
"I certainly do, Charlie, and I think you are
inclined that way, too."
"You kin bet your life I am. Are yer goin'
down ter Mexico?"
"Yes. vVe will leave to-morrow morning. I
can't get to Nogales too soon. I want to meet
this man Roderique and find out what is up."
"That's right. We're goin' ter Ught out for
old MeY1co, an' there's a mystery connected with
it~ Hooray!"

The scout uttered a yell that attracted the attention of every one in the "place, and as there
were quite a few there at the time he at once
became the object of interest.
"It's all right, boys," he called out, as he
arose to his feet. "I was jest feelin' a little good,
an' that's ther way I always do when I feel good.
I'm all right. I'm ther genuine· old scout of ther
plains, an' when I opens my mouth I always
says something. But I wouldn't harm a hair of
any one's head unless he was deservin' of it.
That's me-Cheyenne Charlie."
"Hooray for Cheyenne Charlie!" a tough-looking individual, who had been standing in a corner for some little time, called out. When the
cheer had subsided the scout turned to the Individual who had proposed it and said:
"I reckon I know what's ther matter with you.
Your throat is kinder dry. You jest step up
here an' take a little pizen."
"You're a mind-reader, Cheyenne Charlie," the
man retorted, with a grin. "I ain't had a drink
this mornin', an' I'm afraid there'll be a sizzlin'
sensation when ther first one goes down."
Charlie was as good as his word, for he now
told the man behind the bar to give the fellow
the liquor he was so anxious to have. When he
had taken a good drink, Charlie nodded and
said:
"Now, then, git back in your corner. Here
comes our clever Chinee. If you don't look out
he'll be puttin' up a job on yer."
"Oh, I know him, all right," was the reply, as
the lazy man looked at Hop Wah, who had just
entered the room. "He won't do nothin' ter me."
"You had better git back in your corner, jest
ther same."
"All riight, Cheyenne Charlie. I'm very much
obliged ter yer for ther drink. I feel a whole
lot better now."
Then, just as though he· thought he must do it,
the man walked back to the corner and stood
there looked as solemn as an owl. Nearly all
who were in the room had seen Hop Wah before, and they knew pretty well what kind of a
Chinaman he was, too. Those who had never
seen him before were quickly made acquainted
with what he was.
"Velly nicee morning, so be," said Hop, as '
he finally turned and bowed right and left to the
.
crowd.
This caused a ripple of laughter. Our hero
knew pretty well that there was no one there
who would ,t ake offense at anything the Chinaman did, so long as he really harmed no one, so
he did not offer to interfere. Of course, he understood that Hop would probably perform some
sort of a sleight-of-hand trick, and that he might
play a practical joke on some one before he was
through. But he decided to let him go ahead so
he did not rise from his chair. Charlie w'ent
over and sat down at the table, but the other
inmates of the room crowded up closer to the
Chinaman.
"\Vhattee mattee?" Hop asked, innocently, as
he looked around in surprise.
"Go ahead an' do somethin', heathen," Charlie
called out. "That's what they're waitin' for,
can't yer see?"
"Whattee me do, Misler Charlie?"
"Well, if you can't find no one el e ter have
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, r-·}1e fun with, go over there ter that galoot
what's standin' in ther corner."
''Allee light, Misler Charlie," and then the
ninaman started for the lazy individual in the
corner of the room.
"Whattee you namee?" the Chinaman inquired.
"Lazy Dan is what they call me," was the
reply.
"Lat valley goodee namee, so be. You velly
muchee lazy."
"'Vell, if I am I s'pose I was born that way,"
and Lazy Dan laughed as though he felt rather
proud of it.
"You knowee me?"
"Yes, I know you. I've seen you more than
half a dozen times. You've been here afore, you
know."
"Lat light. You likee havee lillee smokee?"
"No, thank yer. You can't fool me that way.
Ther last time you was here you give me a
cigar what had a whole lot of powder in it, an'
it liked ter have blowed ther end of my nose
off when I smoked it. You can't fool me that
ay, Hop ,vah."
"Allee light. You velly smartee Melican man,
so be. Maybe you likee havee lillee dlink of
tanglefoot."
.
"Well, I'll go yer on that."
"Pletty soonee, but you waitee. Me thlinkee
you allee samee velly bad man. Me killee you.I'
As Hop said this he suddenly pulled from
under his loose-fitting blouse the big, old-fashioned six-shooter that he always carried. He leveled
it strnight at the man's breast and pulled the
trigger. The report that followed was scarcely
loud enough to be heard a hundred yards, but
Lazy Dan su1·ely must have thought he had been
shot, for he uttered a yell and dropped to the
floor.
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, no doubt thinking he had gone a little too far, and rushing over
to assist the man to his feet. "You no takee
lillee joke? Me no shootee you."
"Maybe yer didn't. But I thought I was hit,"
caipe the trembling reply.
Then as the fellow placed his hand upon his
east he felt something sticky there, and looking.
at his fingers found them smeared with what
looked to be blood. But it was not blood, of
course. The small charge of powder had simply
sent fo1·th an over-ripe ben-y that Hop had
placed in the pistol, and when the berry hit the
man's breast it had spattered over his shirt,
leaving a red mark.
"You nevee see lat tlick before, so be?" and
Hop shook his head and grinned.
"Well, that might be a trick," Dan said, with
a shake of his head, "but it sartinly scared me,
all right. I don't want nothin' more like that,
Hop. This is goin' a little too far."
At this juncture a very tall man, whose principal attire was a blue flannel shirt, buckskin
reeches and high-top boots, stalked into the
lace.
"What's goin' on hereJ" he demanded, as he
looked at the Chinaman and his victim, and saw
the red stain on the latter's shirt, while Hop
was standing with the pistol in his hand. "Been
some shootin', eh? Well, I reckon I'll take a
.hand in it. Heathen, did you shoot that galoot?"
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"Lat light, so be," Hop answered. "You lookee
out or me shootee you, too."
"You will, eh?"
As quick as a flash the stranger whipped out
his gun. But before he could level it at the
Chinaman, Young Wild West sprang forward
and struck it from his hand.
"Hold on, my friend," the boy said, in his cool
and easy way, "what has happened here is all in
fun. There is no need of your gettin1g- excited
over H."
CHAPTER II.-A Little Fun With A "Bad
•
Man."
The stranger stared at Young Wild West as
though he could hardly believe the evidence of
his own ears.
"What did you say, sonny?" he asked, as he
leaned forward and eyed the boy keenly.
"I said there was no need of your getting excited over what has happened," was the cool 1·etort. "Our Cl1inaman has been having- some fun
with a fellow, that's all. You can readily see
that no one is offended, not even the victim of
tne joke, if you will stop and look around for a
minute."
"Well, that don't say he kin threaten ter shoot
me, though, does it?"
"Most likely he did that in fun, too. What
business had you to interfere, anyhow? I take
it that you are a stranger here, so you should
have paid no attention to what was going on
when you came in."
"That's what you think, eh, sonny?"
"See here," said Wild, a little nettled, "don't
call me sonny. I am not in the l1abit of being
addressed that way."
"You ain't, eh? Well, :(_ reckon I generally
calls people jest what I likes. How does that
strike yer, sonny?"
"I don't know as it makes much difference
w~at you call me. But I want to tell you somethmg, and that is that you must let that Chinaman alone."
"Let me shootee um bad Melican man, Misle'..<'
Wild," Hop spoke up, as he stepped forward, pistol in hand.
"Get back out of the way, Hop," was the stern
command. "This is my quarrel now. You are
not supposed to be interested."
The tall stranger had remained silent for a
moment, but suddenly he turned atound and
looked at the faces of those gathered about him.
"Boys," said he, "does any one here know who
I am?"
There was no reply.
"That's funny," and he shook his head and
g1·inned. "I did think I'd met some one here as
knowed me. I've been in Tucson more than a
dozen times, but it happens that this is ther
first time I've been here in somethin' over half
a year. Mighty strange that no one here knows
Rance Devlin, one of ther worst men what ever
smelled powder."
"So your name is -Rance Devlin, eh?" \Vild
asked, in his cool and easy way, as a smile flitted
ever his handsome, boyish face.
"That's right, sonny. Maybe you might have
heard of me, but was afraid ter say anything."
"I never heard of you before, Mr. Devlin, but
I am glad to meet you, just the same."
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You're glad ter meet me, eh?" and the bad man
broke into a laugh: "Well," he added, "l reckon
you'll be sorry ter meet me afore you git
through, 'cause you have said just about enough
ter make me feel like conectin' yer. You are
altogether too fresh for a kid, so I feel it my
painful duty ter put you across my knee an'
give yer a spankin', ther same as your mother
used ter do when you was a little smaller, maybe."
"Go ahead, then. There is no . use delaying it.
I am anxious to receive that spanking."
The bad man pushed the holsters that hung
from his belt back a little, and then spat upon
his hands.
"I s'pose you'll put up a fight , sonny," he said,
with a confident smile, "so I'll have ter handle
you putty rough till I git you across my knee.
Somebody jest move a chair over here so I kin
set down on it when I git ready."
Jim Dart quickly obliged him. Wild had not
moved an inch. He stood waiting for Rance
Devlin, a s he called himself, to start in. This
happened quickly enough, for the bad man had
evidently made up his mind to proceed without
any further delay.
He made a sudden leap forward, grabbing at
the boy with both hands. But it was a vain attempt, for his fingers clutched but the empty air.
Wild had meanwhile dropped his head and leaped
aside, and before Devlin could turn and make
a11other attempt he caught him by the collar of
his shirt. Then up went his knee with lightninglike quickness, catc;hing the fellow in the small
of the back. A quick jerk and Rance Devlin lay
sprawling upon the floor. A clapping of hands
and a roar of laughter went up, for as has already been stated, nearly every one present was
acquainted with Young Wild West, and knew
what he was capable of.
"Great tomcats!" exclaimed Devlin, when he
recovered his breath. "Did I slip? What made
me fall like that, anyhow?"
"Come on. I am waiting for you to go ahead
and give me the spanking you promised," Wild
said, with a smile.
"I reckon you upset me, didn't yer, sonny?"
the man answered, as he scrambled to his feet.
Our hero made no reply to this, but as quick
as lightning he struck out straight from the
shoulder and his clenched fist caught Devlin hard
upon the ribs. With a gasp, the man doubled
up like a half-opened jack-knife, and again dropped to the floor. The wind had peen knocked out
of the bad man by the punch in the ribs he had
received, and he lay upon the floor, his elbow
resting so that his head was held up by his hand.
Wild did not ~wait for him to recover, but ran
behind him and lifted him to his feet as though
he had weighed no more than fifty pounds. Even
then Devlin could hardly stand, and he bent over
in order to regain his breath. Hop seemed to
know just what was required, for he quickly
seized a piece of board that was lying upon the
top of a box and ran forward. As the bad man
stood in the bent position he brought the board
down hard upon his back, and a report almost
as loud as a revolver shot sounded.
"Wow!" exclaimed Devlin, for it seemed that
the blow brought back his breath. "Stop that!"
A roar of laughter went up at this. Strange

to say, the bad man did not fly into a rage. On
the other hand, he had cooled down wonderfully.
"What am I up ag'in, anyhow?" he asked, as 1',f
'
looked at the boy in a puzzled so:r:t of way.
"Go ahead with your game," was the cool retcrt.
"Well, I'm satisfied I <;an't do it."
"Oh, you are, eh?"
"Yes, I am more than satisfied. Why, I can't
even git hold of yer.
"Well, that is not my fault, is it?"
"It sartinly is, young feller. See t I ain't
callin' yer sonny no more, 'cause I think that
you're pretty much of a man, after all, even
though you ain't very old."
"You have changed your opinion, then?"
"Yes; let's call it square. I feel mighty sore
around ther ribs where you hit me jest now, an'
I reckon that's enough for me. Ther drinks is
on me, landlord. I reckon I've got ther dust ter
pay for 'em, too."
So saying, he turned and walked to the bar, acting as though he was glad to get something to
lean upon. Meanwhile, Lazy :Van had become satisfied that he had not been hurt the least bit, and
he had been laughing along with the rest. ile
now came forward and holding out his hand to
Hop, said:
"Well, I reckon you're ther smartest Chinee
what ever lived. This has been a whole lot of
fun, an' I don't care if you did play a trick on
me. But what was in that gun when you fired
at me, Hop?"
"Um lillee led belly. Plenty juicee, so be."
"Oh, you had a berry in it instead of a bullet,
then."
"Lat light. Makee led color on um shirt; allee
samee likee blood.''
"Mighty clever. Well, I'll drink wij;h ther
stranger, anyhow."
"Of course ver will," Rance Devlin spoke up.
"I want everybody ter drink with me. I'm a
putty bad galoot when I git started, but I'm generally what's called a good-natured one, too. Jest
name your pizen, an' I'll be ther one ter pay ther
bill. Everybody come up."
When everybody had been served he paid the
bill and showed that he had quite a sum of money
with him.
"Now, then, young feller," he observed, rather
meekly, as he nodded to our hero, "I s'pose you're
willin' ter let this here thing drop.''
"Well, under the circumstances I am," was the
reply. "When I saw that you didn't fly into a
rage after I put you on the floor a couple of times,
I made up my mind that it would be cruel to impose Qn you."
"Cruel ter impose on me, eh? Well, that sounds
mighty funny. I don't know as I've ever had that
said to me afore. But I recko:r:i it's all right. But
say! who might you be, anyhow?"
"Why, yer blamed fool, that's Young Wild
We& " a miner answered, before our hero could.
make a reply.
"Great tomcats! Is that so?" and Devlin stared at the young deadshot in amazement. "No
wonder I got my medicine, then. Why, I've heard
of Young: Wild West lots of times, but I thought
he was bigger an' older than he is. It don't make
no difference, though. He's sartinly give me a
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Uckin'. But it ain't ther first time I've been
licked, a s big as I am, so it ain't goin' t er worry
me a whole lot. Young Wild West, I reckon I
'e you an apology. When I come in here I
t ught I'd see some a s knowed me, an' jest
'cause I was putty flush, I wanted ter whoop
things up. When I seen ther Chinaman standin'
with a gun in hi s hand, an' a rgaloot with blood
all over his shirt, a s I thought, it sorter spurred
me on, an' I lit in ter have a high old time. But
it didn't pan out that way, an' I feel jest a s good
as if I'd had a big time."
What do you call a big time, anyhow?" Cheyenne Charlie asked, smiling grimly. "Didn't yer
git knocked flat on your back once, an' didn't yer
git a crack in ther ribs that sent you down ag'in?
. What do yer want for your money, anyhow? "
"Well, that's right, too. But I didn 't expect
nothin' like that, stranger."
Our hero and his partners now knew pretty
well that the mah was really harmless, and that
he had simply planned to make some excitement
before asking the crowd to dr ink. The best part
of it was that he did not show the least ill feeling against the boy for the treatment he had reived at his hands. On the contrary, he seemed
to think more of Wild for having handled him so
roughly. In less than fifte~n mir_iutes . after he
had invited the crowd to drmk with him Rance
Devlin had succeeded in making several friends.
By this time nearly every one realized that he
was a pretty igood fellow, after all, but that he
had made a bad mistake wten he acted the way
he did on entering. Devlin seemed bent upon
having a "high old time," and a s he had plenty
of money he was likely to have it. But there
w<:re those there who would not permit him to
do all the spending, and this set things going,
until finally Young Wild West and his partners
decided that it wa s time for them to leave the
barroom.
Anyhow, it was near ly noon, and they ~vere beginning to get hungry. Hop was certamly {llljoying himself, andl leav_ing him the~·e the thr~e
sought the companionship of the girls to wait
until the bell rang for dinner.

CHAPTER Ill.-Wild Meets Senor Roderique.
Young Wild West had not been long in tellinig
the girls of the letter he had received.
"Hidalgo's Hidden Haunt, eh?" said Arietta,
shaking her head and looking puzzled. "The note
is a rather peculiar one, Wild."
"Rather, Et," was the reply. "But we must
not be surprised at anything. We are always
looking for peculiar things, as well as exciting
times, you know."
"Let me see, bidalgo is a Spanish t erm for some
sort of a nobleman, I think."
"That's right, it means a g entleman of birth,
I believe. I suppose this hidalgo is some peculiar
)Prt of fellow who has more money than brain s.
'Probably he is a little eccentric, and has done
something to make a mystery that is puzzling
Senor Roderique somewhat. Of course, we can't
judge exactly what he means, and I suppose
that's where the mystery comes in. Anyhow,
Roderique says in his note that there is a mys-
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tery. That is quite enoug.1 to make me feel like
goinig to Nogales and find out something about
it."
"Why, of course, Wild. vYe should go there by
all means. But you had beaer be very careful,
too. You know you have so many enemies at
large that it may be a trap that is set for you."
"I have thought all that over, Et, but tra p or
no trap, we are going to the Mexican border. #I
We start out the first thing in the morning, too."
It was just then that the bell for dinner rang,
so having removed the dust of travel from them
before this, they all repaired to the dining-room.
Our friends took it easy for the balance of the
day, for thev needed a little rest, and it was a
change to rema in quiet in the little town. In the
evening Wild and his par:ners went in to the barroom of the hotel, for they heard frequent bursts
of laughter there, and knew that something must
be going on. It was Hop who was causing the
merriment, but this was nothing strange. The
clever Chinee had certainly been putting in a
great day, though he had not been indulging in
too much strong drink. Rance Devlin, who had
made the rounds of the town, had returned and,
strange to say, he was comparatively sober. The
moment he saw Wild and his partners entering
he hastened to them, a smile on his face, which
showed plainly that he bore not the least bit of
ill feeling to the boy who had thrashed him.
"I've just heard somethin', Young vVild \,Vest,"
he said, as he placed bis mouth close to our hero's
ear. "You're goin' away in ther mornin' for ther
Mexican border."
"Well, there's nothing strange in that, is there,
Rance?" the young deadshot answered, coolly.
"No, but I want ter ask favor of yer."
"What is it?"
·
"L€t me go with yer. I was goin' down that
way, anyhow. I've got plenty of money, so don't
think that I want ter impose on yer any. I'll
vay for everything I eat, an' I'll pay well; too."
"What do you want to go with us for?"
" 'Cause I like you all. "
"Well, if you think you can be perfectly
sober in the morning, and you will promise not to
drink anything until we get to our destination,
I see no reason why you can't accompany us."
"Good I I'll be as sober as a jedge in ther
mornin', an' I'll be mighty pleased ter go with
yer. I don't know what you're igoin' there for,
an' I don't know what I'm goin' there myself for.
But it's all right. I ain't never been down that
way, an' most likely I kin find somethin' ter pass
away ther time when I git there."
"Well, all right, Rance. You want to be ready
at seven in the mor ning, if you are going with
us."
"I'll be ready, an' I'll have a good outfit, too.
I've got a mighty good nag, an' I'll git ther few
things I own. I reckon I kin go it for about a
month afore I spend all ther money I've got, an'
when it's all gone I'll strike out ter look for more.
That 's ther way I do business."
No one but the proprietor of the hotel knew the
contents - of the note our hero had received, and
when he heard Devlin was going to accompany
·the party to the Mexican border he was a little
surprised.
"What are yer takin' him with yer for, Wild?"
he asked our hero, a little later.
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"Well, just because he asked to go with us, pretty g·ood one, and his tong·ue kept going whenever there was an opportunity. The party halted
that's all."
at noon, and after a rest of an hour and a half
"Then he don't know what you're ,g oin' for?"
they proceeded on. When night came they found
"No, certainly not."
"Well, I thought maybe you had an idea he themselves in a snug spot that just answered"'
their, purpose for camping, so they arranged
might help you out somewhat."
"Oh, I hardly think he would be of much help things to their satisfaction, anu after supper and
to us," and the boy laughed. "He seems to think a pleasant evening they turned in, not forget•a whole lot of me for what I did to him, and that ting to keep the usual watch. Nothing happened
is the reason I have given him permission to be durin,g the night, so they pushed on, and a little
before noon the next day they reached the little
one of the party."
town of 'Nogales, which lay close to the Mexican
"Oh, I see!"
It was a little late when our hero and •his border. A detachment of Uncle Sam's cavalry
partners retired that night. Hop had been in- was stationed there to look after smugglers along
!>tructed as to what he had to do in the morning, the border, and as they had little or nothing t o
do there was a sort of lazy indifference to the
so they all slept soundly, and arose early.
They had breakfast a little after six, and then whole scene as our friends rode up and dismountwhen our hero took a walk to the table to see if ed before a long one-story structm·e that was
the horses were ready he found Devlin there, as- built of adobe bricks, and had a sign at the front
. sisting the two Chinamen. The "bad" man had tu indicate to travelers that it was a wayside inn.
been true to his word, for he had a brand-new This place was kept by a fat man who had evidently been born in Germ~ny.
outfit in the way of blankets, etc.
"I don't know what you're goin' 'clown to ther
"What could I do for you already?" he asked,
Mexican border for, Young Wild West," he said, as he bowed and smiled before them.
1,haking his head, "but I've sorter got it in my
"Well, do you know a gentleman by the name
head that there's gain' ter oe somethin' ter hap- of Senor Juan Roderique?" Wild asked, as he
pen down there. I'm itchin' ter see you git hold dismounted and looked at him closely.
'
of some tough galoot an' make him take his med"I guess me dot I do," was the man's quick
icine. .That's one reason why I want ter go with reply. "He is one of my good customers. He
yer."
comes here every day, already."
"Has he been here yet· to-day?"
"Well, I hope I don't have to do anything like
that, Rance," was the reply, "but I assure you
The German shook his head.
that if any one picks a row with me I will do my
"Not yet," he answered. "But he come pretty
level best to handle .him in proper ·s11ape."
soon."
"An' you'll handle him all right, too. I know
"All rigl1t. What have you that is good to
that by experience. My! but I kin feel ther sore
drink? We want something cool."
sr1ot on my ribs yet. That fist of yours shot out
"I have got milk und tea un\i whisky."
like a trip hammer, blamed if it didn't."
"Well, the tea and milk will do for us, I reckon.
"Well, forget all about that."
I suppose we can find a place to sit down."
"Oh, no, I ain't neve1· rgoin' ter forgit it, WildAt one end of the building there was a broad
I'm callin' yer Wild, 'cause that's what every porch which wa·s covered at the top with a sort
one else calls yer."
of wickerwork. There were tables and chairs
"That's all right. That's the name I like to be ·there, too, so it was not long before our friends
called. So you won't ever forget that crack in were sitting comfortably in the shade.
·
the ribs, eh?"
"I reckon it's a little too hot for Senor Rode"Not much. Every time it corµes into my head rique to show up just about now," said our hero.
ter do anything I hadn't oughter do that will be "The chances are he will come over after he has
in my mind in a jiffy. I ain't' never goin' ter had his siesta t]1is afternoon."
forgit that blow you give me, though I've for"There comes a fancy-lookin' greaser now,
given you for jt ,a hundred times."
"Very well, R'aJlce. You're a pretty good fel- ·wild," the scout spoke up, as he pointed down the
low, after all. If you will listen to a little ad- dusty road that led into the heart of the village.
·
vice that I may give you before we part com- "Maybe that's him."
"I i-eckon you're riight; Charlie," the young
pany I think you will be benefited by it."
deadshot answered, when he had taken •a good
"I'll listen ter anything you tell me, Wild."
It was just about s~ven when the horses were look at the approaching horseman. "If I was
led around to the front of the hotel. The girls going to make a wager I would ri sk some money
were not long in appearing, and Wild and his that it is Senor Roderique who is approaching."
They all watched the rider as he came up and
partners assisted them .to mount. Then they
mounted themselves, and as they started to ride dismounted in front of the inn. All of them noaway a cheer went up from a small crowd that ticed t hat he looked at them keenly as he went
had gathered in front of the hotel. Wild, Charlie past, and this was more evidence that Wild Y.as
and Jim waved their hats in reply, while Rance right ,in his estimation. This proved to be the
Devlin fained in the shouting. Young Wild West case, for in a few minutes the propl'ietor of the
figured on reaching Nogales bi noon the following inn came around upon the porch, followed by the
day. He meant to camp somewhere along the • new arrival.
"I have t o make you acquainted mit Senor Rodtrail when night came, whether it was at a settlement or mining camp, or in the wilderness that erique, ladies and gentlemen," said the German,
showed up on every hand. Devlin proved to be as he bowed and poin ted to the stranger.
"How are you, senor?" said vVild, in his cool
quite a conversationalist. He had little or 110
educ,1tion, but his general idea of things was a and easy way, as he arose and put out his hand,
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Mexican shook his head stolidly. "Castro is not
only blue-blooded, but he is a wealthy ranchero.
The mys lery part is that he is away from his
ranch for days at a iime, and no one knows wherv
he is. It is during these times that robberies
occur. That is a slight reason for believing that
he is connected with the bandits, is it not?"
"Yes, a rather slight one, though."
"My cousin is an adept at disguising himself,
too. This I know for a fact."
"Well, that is another reason, I suppose."
"Yes, but when I tell you that I saw him in
my house past the hour of midnight, something
'like two monihs ago, and that he was disguised
ai the time, though I was able to recognize him,
you will admit that I have good grounds for my
suspicions."
"Was anything missing from your house after
you saw him there, senor?"
"Yes. My wife's jewels were stolen that night,
as well as a considerable sum of money from my
safe, which was not locked at the time. I ·was
careless in that, I suppose, but I ne-.rer dreamed
of such a thing as robbers paying a visit to my
home."
"And you sent for me to come and help you
prove that your cousin is leading a double life,
is that it?"
"That is it, senor."
"I see. Well, your story is an interesting one.
fa that all the mystery there is to it?"
"Well, hardly. I suppose the main mystery is
CHAPTER IV.-Wild Starts to Solve the Mysthat no one has been able to locate the haunt of
. tery.
the bandits. Yet a diligent search has been made
The two were soon in a little room where it was time and time again. Robberies happen at difstuffy and warm but neither of them had an ferent places, and at irregular intervals, and no
idea that they would remain there very long, so matter how soon a searching party gets on the
trail, they are never to be found. ·They disappear
they were prepared to make the best of it.
"Sit down, Senor Wild West," said Roderique, all of a sudden, so the story goes."
"Disappear, eh? Well, that might be easily
motioning our her o to one of the two chairs that
were in the little apartment. "It will not take me accounted for, if one knew just about where they
disappear."
long to tell you what I have to say."
"I can give you that information. Invariably
"All right Senor Roderique. Proceed," and
Wild dropped into the chair in his cool and easy the spot where the bandits are last seen whe:r,
they are being chased is in a little [//;rove that
way.
"I suppose you are anxious to know what the covers less than half an acre of ground. _ The
idalgo's Hidden Haunt means, senor," the Mex- trees are not.many in the grove, nor are there
ican began, as he rested both elbows upon the many bushes there. It is a little level track
table and looked at the young deadshot with the situated in a broad plain, where there is scarcely any vegetation growing at all, save in the
vestige of a smile on his face.
"Yes, that's right. Who is the hidalgo, to grove. That; Senor Young Wild West, is the real
mystery."
begin with?"
"That sounds a little more interesting, Senor
"He is my cousin, and his name is Manuel
Roderique. I reckon I'll -have to undertake this
Castro."
"Well, is there anything wrong about the hi- case for you. I believe you said in your communication that something in the way of a redalgo?"
He is altogether ward would be mine in case I was able to help
"Very much so, senor.
wrong. Now comes my secret. I have a strong you."
"Yes, I am a rich man, and I will ·draw up an
reason to believe that he is the leader of a small
band of bandits who are plying their trade across agreement to the effect that I will pay you five
the border. I don't know whether any one else thousand dollars in gold if you can restore the
suspects this of Castro or not, but I have re- stolen jewels to my wife."
"Well, that sounds pretty good. While I am not
ceived information to make me believe it is a
certainty. When I tell you that I am not on in need of money just now, I believe it is adspeaking terms with my relative and that I be- visable to get all I can, provided I get it hunestly.
lieve he has robbed me, you will better under- Just draw up that agreement, senor. You needstand why I am so anxious to find his hidden n't, do it here, but you can go and write somewhere where there is more air. I don't like this
haunt.".
"Ah, I see. The mystery is beginning to stuffy place a great deal, so we may as well get
out of here right away. I won't mention a word
lighten, if it can really be called a mystery."
"It is a mvstery, Senor Wild West," and the of what you said to any one outside of my own
"You are Young Wild West, I presume?" the
Me,cican said, speaking in the best of English.
''Yes, sir, that's just who I am."
"I am very glad to meet you. Shall I sit down
and join your company?"
"I will int:roduce you first, senor."
The young deadshot then made him acquainted
with the rest of the party. The senor showed he
was very polite, and when he had taken a seat
near our hero he looked at him in a hesitating
sort of way, and said:
"Senor Wild West, I am almost afraid to tell
you my story, for it may be the means of making
you lose your life."
"That's all right, senor. Go ahead, whenever
you are ready."
"I think it would be advisable for us to be
alone, for prying ears are always about, you
know, and what I am going to tell you is for your ,
ears alone, though you may use your own judgment as to who you wish to tell it to after I am
done. If you will come with me we will find a
snug apartment inside, and then you shall hear
all."
"Well, I am ready, senor," -and so saying our
hero arose, and nodding to his companions to indic.ate that he would not be gone long, he followed Senor Roderique inside the building.
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friends. You mustn't say a word to any one at
all."
"Only to mv wife."
Then Wild turned to the door and openin,.g- it
rassed out, Roderique following him. The Mexican understood just what he had to do, so they
parted before the young deadshot reached the
porch, and when he joined his waiting companions there was a satisfied smile on our hero's fac e.
"Well, how did you make out, Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie asked.
"All right, Charlie," was the reply. "But we
won't talk about it here. We'll take a ride over
the border after we have had something to eat
here, and then I'll let you know all about it.
Please don't ask me for any information until
that time."
Wild was quite sure that the Mexican would
not be long in writing up the agreement.
He chatted with his companions on various
topics, but never once alluded to the'mission that
had brought them to Nogales. It was not more
than half an hour before Senor Roderique came
out. He bowed politely to the girls and then
asked Wild to come to the barroom with him.
"Your partners will please come, too, if the
ladies will excuse you all," he added.
"Certainly, senor," the young deadshot answered. "Come on, Charlie. Come, Jim. I reckon
the girls are all right."
Looking at his watch, the boy added:
"I suppose dinner will be ready here presently.
It is just twelve o'clock."
"In· about half an hour, I think," the Mexican
retorted. "But it will not take five minutes for
us to get through with our business."
The four made their way into the little barroom of the inn and found the keeper of the place
dozing in an armchair at the end of the bar.
There were no loungers there at all, so when the
senor had treated our friends and paid the bill
he drew from his pocket a sheet of paper and
handed it to Wild. There was not much to the
document, and when Wild read it over he gaive a
nod of assent and promptly dipped the pen in ink
that Roderique had caused to be placed upon the
bar-, and s1gned his name. Roderique then placed
his own beneath it.
"It will be necessary that each of us have a
copy, and I have provided for that," he said, as
he drew forth anotheT sheet of pape1· from his
pocket. "Read this over, so you will be sure it is
exactly the same as the original."
"It is all right, senor," the boy said, as he
hastily scanned the writing upon it.
Then he quickly signed it and the Mexicart did
likewise.
"Take either of the papers, Senor Wild Wes t ,"
Roderique said, with a smile.
"All right," and the boy quickly folded one and
put it away in the leather pocketbook he carried
in his hip-pocket. The senor took the other and
carefully placed it where he would not be apt
to lose it.
"Now then, senor, we shall be glad to accept
your invitation to be your guests for a day or
two. We are ready to go as soon as we have
eaten something here at the inn."
"I shall be happy to have you remain with me
as long as you wish, senor," he answered, politely.
'·I will dine with you, though I am not given to

eating much during the middle of the day. I
prefer my dinner between the; hours of six a-rtd
seven."
While they were talking the dinner-bell rang,
sn all four went back to the porch where the girls
we1le waiting, and then made their way to the
little dining-room. It was not a very elaborate
meal that they were served with, though the
price Wild paid in settling up was quite enough
for ,vhat the scout called "a good feed.'!
Rance Devlin did not shov up until they
were ready to start and when he found them getting ready to ride away he looked rather disappointed.
"Goin' away so soon, ·wild?" he asked our hero.
"Yes,' was the reply. "We have. accepted the
invitation of Senor Roderique to be his guests for
a while. He lives across the border somewhere."
"Oh! Well, I'll hang around this little town a
while. There ain't much life here, but maybe it
will wake up a little after dark to-night.''
"Is the senor your friend?" Roderique asked;
looking at our hero.
"Yes, but he is not going with us," was the
quick reply ..
Again Devlin looked disappointed, for it was
evidently his desire to remain with our ;friends.
But Wild did not mean that he should do this.
He considered that there were enough in the party
now, and if he should desire to take in another
it would be some one different from the lanky
"bad" 1nan.
As the party rode away something like ten
minutes later Rance Devlin stood watching them
from the porch and the expression on his face
was a mournful one. Over an almost level road
Roderique rode along and as they passed the barracks of the military pos t and crossed the line
into old Mexico, our friends noticed that something like five miles distant there was a range of
rocky hills. Up to this point the ground was
smooth and rolling, and the vegetation was rather
scant. But still in the distance they 'could see
plenty of trees and g rassy plains.
"My ranch is situated on th·e left side of this
road," Roderique explained, as they rode along.
"I have been quite successful in raising- cattle,
but I got my star t in life from a silver mine that
wa~ left to me by my father. I have managed
tc hve comfort ably, and hold what I had originally until now, so that speaks pretty well. I merely
run my ranch so I can have something to do.
There is not much profit in raising cattle in these
parts. Yet there are a few who accumulate money by doing it."
The ranch house wa s a commodious structure
that stood in the center of a grove of palms and
other trees of a semi-tropical nature. The buildings were in good repair, and the grounds surrounding the house vvere well kept.
"Have you much of a family, senor?" Wild
asked, as they rode, up to the front of the house
and came to a halt.
"Only my wife," was the reply. "We had
children some years ago, but it seems they had
to be taken from us. However, we have made
tne best of life and have lived happily."
A handsome lady of middle age came out upon
the norch and looked at the visitors inquiringly.
But Roderique quickly introduced her as Senora
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Roderique, his wife, and then she gave the girls
"What is your name?" Wild asked, smilin,g at
an earnest welcome.
the man encouragingly.
"Our American friends will remain with us
"Pedro," was the reply.
hrre for a few days," the senoc explained, and ,
"You have been here a long time, I suppose? "
then his wife actually seemed delighted. There
''Yes, he has been with us nearly six years,"
was a faint expression of sadness on the wom- spoke up the ranchman.
an's face even when she smiled, and after she
"And always been faithfur, too. I can see
had talked with her for a while and ~ot a chance that."
to whisper to her da~hing young lover, Arietta
"Oh, yes, both Pedro and his wife are faithful
said:
servants."
"That woman is all right, Wild. She is a real
"Well, it is good to have such servants, and I
Mexican lady."
am glad you have been so lucky, senor."
"Well, that makes it all the better, Et," was
Then Wild looked at the Mexican woman, and
the reply. "I had no idea that she was anything when he. saw that she possessed a crafty face
else even before I saw he1·."
and ehifty eye he rpade up his mind that they
As the two were entering the .house, Wild could tell something about the disappearance of
caught sight of an evil face that showed itself the jewels, if they cared to. Satisfied that he
for a few seconds behind the- corner of the build- had made a start, he turned and walked out of
ing. He got a good look at the face, and made 1 the room, followed by the ranchman, while the
up his mind to remember it, for it struck him sNvants . immediately retired.
nght away that a spy was watching them. After
n short chat in the receiving-room of the house,
the young deadshot turned to the host and said:
CHAPTER V.-Wild Has A Mishap.
"\Veil, Senor Roderique, let's get down to busi"Well, Wild," said Arietta, as the two were
ness. While we have plenty of time on our hands,
we always like to keep going. You may as well strolling about the spacious grounds of the Mextell your wife what we are here for. Don't talk ican home, "what do you intend to do about this
queer piece of business that has brought us
too loud when you are doing it, either."
"What do you mean by that, senor?" the Mex- here?"
"Well, I mean to find where Roderique's cousin
ican answered, in surprise.
"Well, take my advice and do your talkin!I; in hangs out when he is with his band of thieves,
:Ci," was the reply.
a low tone of voice. You can hardly be heard
here unless there is some one at the door over · "Yes, but how?" the girl asked.
"Well, I think it will be quite easy. All I
there."
As the boy said this he stepped lightly to the have got to do is to keep a watch on the servant
door he referred to and opened it. The1·e was a called Pedro. If he leaves the place I want to
!"Ustling of a skirt, and he was in time to see a follow him. I have an idea that he is in some
way connected with the band."
woman hurrying through another doorway.
"I thought as much when I heard you asking
"Ah!" he thought, "I reckon my suspicions were questions
about servants."
correct. The servants are in the habit of pryCharlie and Anna were strolling around, too
ing ~on the secrets of their employer. Well, she
won't be back again, for no doubt she heard ar.d so were Jim Dart and Eloise. The senor~
was with the latter couple, and was much interwhat I said and will be careful."
Roderique lowered his voice considerably and e&ted in showing them the beautiful flowers in
told his wife why he had brought Young Wild the garden. Hop and Wing were takin,g it easy
beneath the shade of a palm, and it was not long
West and his friends to the house. The senora bdore
looked pleased and declared that she would be them. the two servants came out and joined
one of the hap,piest women in the world if her heathensThe Mexican woman looked at the two
curiously and presently a faint smile
jewels were restored to her.
showed upon her face.
"Say no more about it, Senora Roderique,
"You velly nicee lady so be," Hop ventured,
Wild said, rai~ing his hand. "Don't mention it bowing to her in his winning way.
to your servants, either. We are going to try and
This did not seem to suit her husband at all,
find the Hidalgo's Hidden Haunt, and if we do who scolded fiercely at the Chinaman and exyou can rest assured that your jewels will be claimed:
quickly restored to you. Now, then, senor," and
"Da Chinee talk too much. He better keep
the boy turned to the ranchman. "I want you to a-still."
call your servants so I can look them over. We
"Lat allee light, Misler Gleaser," · Hop anwill go into another room."
swered, blandly. "You velly nicee man,\ so be.
"If you wish it, I certainly will, Senor Wild Me likee you. Me likee um lady, too, velly
West."
muchee. Maybe you givee um poor Chinee lillee
"I do wish it."
dlink of wine. Me velly dly."
Wild followed him to an adj oining room, and
This modified the peon somewhat, and turnthen the senor left him and soon returned with ing to his wife, he said something in Spanish.
the n:ian and his wife who were employed at the She nodded and quickly went to the house. In a
house. Wild gave an inward chuckle when he saw fow minutes she returned with an earthen jug
that the face he had seen at the comer of the and some glasses. Then it was not long before
building belonged to the man servant. It surely Hop and Wing were being regaled with some of
was an evil face, too, and the dark eyes fell when the wine. Wild happened to look that way, and
the boy looked at him keenly. The two were Mex- when he saw what was going on he touched Ariicans, of course, and appeared to be of the pe6n etta on the arm and said:
type, which no doubt they were.
"Let's go over there. I have an idea that somP.-
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thing will happen befol'e long. Hop has made
friends with- the two sel'vants. Vv e won't ,go too
close but we will just watch and see what happens."
Meanwhile, Hop was thinking of playing some
kind of a joke.
"Vellv goodee wine, so be," he said, smlfcking
his lips as he looked at the jug. "You gottee
plenty wine?"
"Vena much," Pedro answered. "Plenty agrapes here. Make much a-wine."
"You no ,gottee some tanglefoot?"
The Mexican shook his head in the negative.
Hop looked around to see if any one was watching liim, and finding that apparently no one was,
he drew from his pocket a pint flask that was
filled with whisky . that he had obtained at the
inn.
'
"You tly lillee dlink of lis-," he said, innocently.
"Velly goodee tanglefoot."
Pedro was not at all averse to accepting the
invitation, so Hop poured a glass nearly full and
nanded it to him. · He smacked his lips when he
had swallowed it, and appeared to be greatly
pleared.
"You takee lillee dlink, t oo?" the Chinaman
ii:ueried, as he smiled at the peon's wife.
"No," spoke up Pedro, half angrily. "She drink
da wine. Dat good enough."
"Allee liight. You takee lillee more, !en."
This time Hop dropped a pinch of powder,
.consisting of quinine, into the glass unobserved
by any one. Then .l;te poured it nearly f'ull of
whisky from the flask, Pedro swallowed the contents of the glass at a single gulp, and the moment he had done s-o an expression of disgust
came over his f'ace, while he began wiping his
mouth and leaping about as though he had been
taken with a spasm.
"Whattee mattee?" Hop , asked, innocently.
"You no likee tanglefoot?"
But Pedro sputtered and kept wiping his mouth
at the same time flashing angry glances at the
practical joker. It was not until he had_ swallowed a goodly quantity of wine that Pedro managed to get the taste out of his mouth, His wife
bad been doing her be t to console him, though
1;he wondered 1greatly at what had happened. ·
While the two were standing together, Hop got
dose to the jug and dropped more powder into
it. But thi& time it was not quinine, but something that would cause a disturbance. He had
barely pulled his hand away from the jug when
the contents began spurting from it in a stream,
He uttered a charp cry as though he was badly
frightened, and fell over Wing, who was rising to
his feet at the time.
"Whattee mattee? Whattee mattee?" Hop cried,
excitedly. "Um wine allee samee shootee uppee
likee um geyser. Velly stlange. Me no likee."
Attracted by the cries Senora Roderique came
.running to the spot, followed by Jim Dart and
Eloise. Wild and Arietta followed both laughing heartily, for they realized that Hop had perpetrated a joke.
Cheyenne Charlie and Anna soon reached the
scene, too, and then it was not lo:. 1.2.' before the
ranchman came out of th,e house where he had
been attending to something that required his
Jll'esence there at the time. The froth upon the

ju,g, for it had soon emptied itself, looked queer
indeed, and the senora was astonished.
"Don't be alarmed," Jim said, smiling at her.
"That fellow there," pointing to Hop, "is a joker.
He has been playing a trick on your servants, -'that's all. I am sorry he spoiled the contents
of the jug, however."
"Oh, that is nothing," the woman declared,
looking relieved. "Wine is almost like water with
us. Our vineyard furnishes us with more than
we can possibly use. We give it away to our
neighbors, in fact. But you say the Chinaman
has played a joke. What could he have done to
cause so much excitement?"
"I will make him tell you," our hero spoke up
ju st then, and seizing Hop by the collar he pushed
him forward and said:
"Now then, Hop, you just tell th'e lady what
you did to cause all this excitement."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and then bowing to
the senora, the clever Chinee informed her that
he had merely placed a powder into the jug that
caused it to ferment suddenly,
, "Ohl" and the ranchruan's wife laughed.
"That is simple enough. But how it did frighten
our servants."
"Me havee lillee fun, so be, lat allee," Hop de- ,
clared, meeklv. '
The ranchman and his wife had seen just
enough to make them interested in ,Hop, and
when Wild told thepi what a clever magician he
was, they were eager to have him perform one
of his mystifying tricks. It was easy to induce
Hop to do this, for hQ was always ready, and he
at once proceeded. He did several things which
puzzled the ranchman and his wife, as well as the
two servants. Meanwhile, Pedro, the peon, seemed to be badly frightened, and when he . finally
edged away and went toward· the stable, Wild
whispered to Cheyenne Charlie:
"I am going to follow that fellow, for I have
an idea he is going to take a scout around the
vicinity alone by myself. You can ask him to
take you and Jim to _the spot where the bandi~s
are in the habit of disappearing so often."
Then Wild went off among the trees, and was
soon at the rear of the stables, where there was
a little windew. As he peered through this he
saw Pedro in the act of saddling a mustang, He A
waited until the peon led his horse out of the '
stable and then he slipppd around and was soon
saddling his sorrel stallion, Spitfire. Wild mounted and rode out, and was just in time to catch
sight of Pe9-ro as he was disappearing in a little
grove a couple of hundred yards distant,
"(reckon I am on the traii .now," he muttered.
'·Well, here goes."
He looked back and caught a glimpse ef the
house that was .almost shut off from view by the
trees. No one was following him, and satisfied
that neither he nor Pedro had be~n seen as they
left the stable, he rode on straight for the hills
which were very close by. As the growi of trees
wits left behind he saw the Mexican riding swiftly
pver the almost open plain ahead. He was going straight toward a little grove that was but - • .
short distance from the roadway that led ·o n to
another Mexican town.. It struck him right
away that this might be the place where the
bandits were in the habit of disappearing. There
was no chance to hide himself' from the view of
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Pedro now, and when he saw the man tu1·n and
look at him he merely smiled.
~
He did not try to overtake the fellow at all,
··but rode. along at about the same pace he ,vas
pursuing. When the peon finally reached the
grove of trees and entered it, Wild was well satisfied that his suspicions were correct. He urged
Spitfire to a faster gait now, and soon 1·eached
the group of trees. He could see through them
fairly well, and when he found that both horse
and rider had disappeared, he smiled again. The
sorrel gave a low whinny, as though in answer
to what the boy said, and then Wild dropped
lightly to the ground. He was not lonll in finding hoof-prints there, for the shade of the trees
caused the ground to be rather moist and yielding. Many of the prints stopped right where
there was a slanting bed of rock. The young
deadshot stepped upon this 1·ock and began
searching about for cracks that would show
where horses had passed over them. Suddenly,
without the least warning, a portion of the rock
gave way under him, and before he could catch
himself he dropped into an opening beneath.
Then there was a sharp click, and the rock arose
and assumed its former position.
CHAPTER VI.-Wild Is in Luck.
When the surface of the rock sank beneath the
weight of Young Wild West it went down only
on one side. ,But it was so slippery that the boy
lost his foothold, and being unable to grab hold
of the edges, he went rolling downward and landed easily at the bottom of the pit, or whatever it
might be termed. Before he could scramble to
his feet he saw the rock, which was nothing more
tr.an a big square slab, moving upward as though
of its own accord. Then suddenly he found himself in darkness.
"Well, this is what I call a genuine adventure,"
Wild muttered, under his breath. "I have no
doubt that I have discovered the secret entrance
to the hiding-place of the hidalgo. But how it is
that I managed to get down here so suddenly I
can't understand. Maybe the greaser might have
failed to make a proper fastening and the rock
dropped beneath mv weight. Either it is that
which has happened, 01· I am a prisoner here in a
dark pit. I reckon I will investigate."
Feeling along the walls with his hands, he went
for a distance of fully twenty feet in one direction, and then he came to an angle. As he peered
around the angle he had come to he saw a faint
light , shining somewhere ahead. That it came
from a lantern or lamp he was well satisfied,
and he chose to go no further around the sides
of the black pit. Revolve).' in hand, he stepped
lightly along, taking ca1·e to keep within touch
of the right side of the passage, which he now
found it to be. When he had covered a distance
of perhaps a hundred feet lie could see that the
light came from a lantern that was suspended
from the rocky ceiling. Wild kept on until }le
reached the lantern, and then he found that there
was a broad cave before him, through which came
the light of day from some source or other.
Things were not turning out _exactly as he
thought they would when he felt himself falling
through the 0pening. He moved along into the
cave and was not long in seeing that the light
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came through from above. But it wils rather a
dim light, nevertheless, and not until he was directly beneath where it came from did he discover that there was a very thick sheet of glass
above him.
·
"Whoever contrived all this certainly was not
a fool," he thou,ght. "There has been a crack in
the roof above, and glass has been used to prevent anything from falling down here. No doubt
the snot above this is supposed to be a dry waterC(,urse. and has various cracks along its edges."
As he remembered that Pedro had come there
on horseback, he dropped to the ground and began
making an examination for hoof-prints.
He
found them in plenty, and more satisfied than
ever that he had discovered the hiding-place of
Roderique's racally cousin, he proceeded. The
cave was irregular in shape, and when he had
walked along for probably fifty or sixty feet- it
narrowed down into the form of a passage again.
This passage extended on for about a hundred
yards, and then the first thing the young deadshot knew he heard the sounds of voices in the
distance. He pushed on, being careful to move
without making a sound, and when about another
hundred yards had been covered he came upon
a dozen or more horses that were tied along one
side of the underground place. He paid little
attention to the horses, for the voices were quite
plain now, and turning he found a passage and
saw plenty of tlaylight not for ahead. He was
not long in reaching the end of the passage, and
then he saw what certainly must be the ruins of
some ancient structure. But even these had
little interest for Young Wild West just then.
It was only a passing glance that he gave to
them, and then his eyes rested upon six men, who
were grouped together in one corner of the underground apartment. One of them was Pedro, the
servant of Roderique. The others he had never
seen before. He looked them over keenly and
finally selected the man who must be Manuel
Castro, the hidalgo. This fellow was richly dressed in the Mexican style, and was doing the most
of the talking, his remarks being addressed to
Pedro. Wild dared to creep no further, so he
crouched close to the side of the wall and listened.
But what was being said was in Spanish, and
though he understood considerable of that language it was little he could make out. But he
marked well the featui·es of the man, as well as
hii- stature and manners. Then he decided to
go back to his horse. But it suddenly occurred to
him that there must be another way to get out
of the underground place, and as he looked
around he saw a rather broad passage that led
off sh ·ply to the left. Daylight showed at the
end of t, too, so satisfied that it would be better for him to go that way, he crept around and
soon entered the passage. Then he arose to his
feet and started briskly for the outlet. It was
not more than a couple of hundred feet that he
had to go before he found himself in a rocky
gully, and as he looked upward he saw that the
,·ocks extended to a height of almost a hundred
feet above him. . He turned to the right and soon
1·eached the enJ of the gully, as it might be called.
Then as he dismounted to the level ground he
found himself looking directly at the spot where
he had left tl1e sorrel standing. It was just then
that he caught sight of three riders as they
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emerged from the grove. They werP his two partners and Roderique. The three rdned in their
horses and remained seated in the saddle until
he joined them.
"Where have you been, Wild?" Jim Dart asked,
•
looking at him in surprise.
"Well," and the boy smiled at the inquiring look
the ranchman ,g ave him, "I hav~ b een inside the
Hid algo's Hidden Haunt."
"What!" gasped Roderique, looking at him in
amazement.
"I am telling you the truth, senor. I dropped
iI, there accidentally, but I am glad I did now,
though at first I thought I was in a trap. But
come on. We'll ride back to the ranch. I don't
wi;;h to do anything further just at present. I
want to see a picture of your cousin before I
do anything more. Have you one at the house?"
"Yes, I have two or three of them that were
tak nn in the different costumes he wore."
"\Vell, one would be enough, but two or three
will be better, I suppose. Now, come on. I suppose you saw my horse wai:ing here."
"Yes, and we left him jest where he was. At
first he was goin' ter foller us, but I made him
stay here," Cheyenne Charlie answered. "But
tell u s all about it, Wild."
Not until he got back to where Spitfire was nibbling at the gra8s in the grove did Wild deign to ·
tell them of his experience. The ranchman interrupted him several times, b•t at length they
all knew exactly what had happened.
"Wonderful!" Roderique exclaimed, shaking his
head and looking at the boy in admiration. "I
knew if any one could do it, it would be you,
Youn,;;' Wild West."
"That's all right," the young deadshot answered in his cool and easy way, "but you will
admit that it was more by luck than anything
else that I made such an important discovery. If
I had not followed Pedro, of course none of us
would have found yet where the hiding-place of
your rascally cousin is. But I made up my mind
t -'l follow him, and that is why I left so suddenlv while the Chinaman was entertaining you
at the house."
"Well, I am very glad you acted as you did,
senor. I do not know just what you intend to
do, and I am not going to ask you, for what you
have already accomplished is quite enough to
convince me that you know your business much
better than I do."
"All right, Senor Roderique. Let it go at that.
We will go back to the house and try and put in
an enjoyable time until to-morrow. Of course,
you must not let your servant know that any of
us are the least suspicious of him. Yoe understand that, I hope."
"Oh, yes ! I surely will not say a word to him.
I will not even ask him why he left in such a
hurried manner."
"Well, I know why he left that way. He became
suspicious that we had come here to try and find
the stolen jewels. H e thought he had better go
and tell his leader about it, and after becoming
enraged at the way our clever Chinaman acted,
he no doubt hastened to do so. He really left for
two reasons. One was that he wanted to get
away from the Chinaman, and the other was to
let Manuel Castro know of what he suspected."

"You are no doubt right in what you say, Senor
Wild \Vest," the ranchman answered.
They were not long in riding back to the house,
and finding the girls sitting on the large pord
with the .senora and taking things pleasantly,
Wild dismounted and asked where Hop was.
"He is somewhere around," Arietta answered.
"Just call him and no doubt he will quickly come."
"Come here, Hop," the boy shouted.
"Allee light, Misler \Vild," came from the rear
of the house, and then, the clever Chinee appeared.
"What have you been doing since I went away?"
the boy asked, ra1:her sternly.
"Me allee samee takee velly easy, Misler Wild."
. "Been asleep, I see. Too much wine and tanglefoot, I supose."
"Maybe lat light, Misler Wild, but me no gittee
dlunk. Me velly goodee Chinee."
"Yes, very good indeed. But just take the
horses to the stable and see that they are attended to properly."
"Allee light," and then the three horses were
turned over to the Chinaman, for the ranchman
insisted on taking his own to the ~bible.
"Well, did you learn anything, Wild?" Arietta
asked, as she came to the side of her lover and
looked at him inquiringly.
"A whole lot, Et," was the reply. "I have been
in the hiding-place of the hidalgo, if it is really
he who is the leader of the bandits who have
been making things unpleasant for the natives
around here so long."
"You have?" and the girl looked at him in surprise.
"That's right, Et. I'll tell you all about it a
little later. There is no need of talking too much
here, for the woman servant is a pretty keen one,
and she may be listening."
Arietta said no more on the subject. The
ranchman's wife soon came forward and asked
the boy if he had made any progress in the search
•
for her stolen jewels.
"Yes, senora," Wild answered, with a smile.
"But don't talk about it now, please. Your husband will soon be here, and he will tell you, for
you should remain perfectly silent even in your
own house, unless you are positive that there i::s
no possibility of any one bearing what is said."
She looked at him wonderingly, but bowed and
said no more on the subject. When Roderique
came in, however, she excused herself and led
him inside the house. They were gone some little
time, and when they returned again there was
a happy smile on the senora's face, which told
plainly that she knew all about our hero's experience, and that she felt it would not be very
long before the jewels would be restored to her.
"Now, then, senora," said Wild, smiling pleasantly at the ranchman, "just show me the phqtograph I was speaking of, if you please. But
before you do so just ask your wife to go to the
kitchen, so she may keep an eye on the servant."
"I understand," the senora spoke up, quickly, ·,<
and she immediately departed from the room.
Then it was not long before Roderique produced
three photographs. The moment his eyes rested
upon the first one "he picked up Wild saw that his
suspicions had been entirely correct. What he
was looking at was the picture of the man he
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had seen talking so earnestly to the rascally
grease1· in the underground place.
"Well, senor," he said, in a low tone of voice,
"I reckon the servant is not listening now, so I
m tell you that you were quite right in judging
the character of your cousin. But say! where is
his home when he is not with his gang?"
"Only about two miles from here. He has a
splendid ranch, too. It is far sµperior to mine.
My cousin is very wealthy, you know."
"It seems strange that he would take up the
business of thievery, then."
"Yes, that is what I have marveled at ever
since I became convinced that he had stolen the
jewels."
"But he not only took the jewels, for I believe
you told me a large sum of money was taken the
same night."
"Yes, that is true. But I don't ca1·e so much
about the money. It is the jewels I want."
"Well, I reckon you'll get the money back, too.
In fact, I will promise you that you will have
them before noon to-morrow. How does that suit
you, senor?"
"Finely. I only hope that what you say will
·
me true."
"It will come true all right. I don't know how
reany belong to Senor Castro's band, but there
were only five of them, counting Pedro, when I
was spying upon them."
"Well, there are not more than eight at the
most, I am sure."
"That being the case, the other three must
have been out somewhere."
"Quite likely."
"Well, just let matters rest now until to-morrow morning. I hope both you and the senora
will have a good night's sleep, for there is no
need of doing any worrying about it. I will have
things all fixed, and in the morning we win proceed to corral the bandits. We mav have a hot
fight before we get through, but if we do that
will be just to our liking. Both my partners and
myself like the excitement of a fight, you know."
CHAPTER VIL-Pedro Is Locked Up.
In spite of her nervousness from the result
of Young Wild West's investigations, Senora
Roderique saw to it that an excellent dinner was
served that evening. The woman servant waited
upon the guests with an exactness that told how
well she understood her busineus, and never once,
by word or look, did she indicate that she knew
anytbing about the robbery of the jewels. Excitement was something that Young Wild West
liked, as the reader knows, but he seldom or never
got excited himself. What he had passed through
during the afternoon had not lessened his appetite one bit. ·
It was the same with his companions, and they
all ate heartily of the sumptuous meal that had
been prepared with so much pains for their especial benefit. Wine was served, of course, but
heyenne Charlie was the only one of the party
who partook of it. The rest contented themselves
with the tea and lemonade. They lingered nearly
an hour at the table in the well-furnished diningroom of the ranchman's home, and the conversation drifted from one thing to another, but nev~r
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once touched upon the bandits or the stolen
jewels. The senora was really happy, and when
Roderique told Wild that it was the first time •
she had been that way since the loss of her jewels,
the boy did not doubt him in the least. When the
meal was about over, Roderique caused some
choice cigars to be brought to the table. Both
Wild and Jim smoked, for they had been taught
that in their younger days; and they believed that
it did them no harm, so long as they did not go
at it too strong. While Charlie would have much
preferred his old black pipe, he lighted one of the
Havanas, and tipping back his chair, sent the
smoke flying in wreaths toward the ceiling.
"This is what I call mighty scrumptious," he
observed, with a grin. "When a feller has got
a fall stomach an' kin have a smoke right 'after it,
he sartinly is enjoyin' himself."
"I am glad to hear you say that, Senor Cheyenne," the ranchman answered, with a smile.
"Those cigars came to me direct from Havana,
and if the price I paid for them means anything,
they should be good ones."
"Well, this one is sartinly a ripper, an' no mis•
take. I reckon I could smoke all night on this an'
feel mighty easy while doin' it, too."
"Well, when you fini;;h that one there are
plenty more, so don't endeavor to make it last
longer than it should."
"All right, senor, I'll let her go."
The two Chinamen were eating in the kitchen
at the time, along with Pedro, and they got fully
as good a meal as did the guests. In the evening,
Senora Roderique_escorted the girls into the best
room of the house, where there was a piano that
was tho.roughly up-to-date. She was qvite a musician herself, and since Anna and Eloise could
play quite well, there was no end of music du~ing
the time that elapsed before retiring. Rodenque
and his wife sang a little for them, too, and as
both had good voices this made the time pass more
pleasantly. It W!¾S rather late when they ire-tired, and when they did so all were satisfied
that they had never been entertained better in
their lives.
As was usually the case, Young Wild West was
one of the first to be up in the morning. He was
out of the house just as the sun was 1·ising, and
he at once started to take a stroll about the spacious grounds. Of course he had Pedro in his mind
at the time, and it was not long before he found
him busy ln an out-house, where the two Chinamen were still asleep, overhead, cleaning some
kitchen utensils.
The few cowboys the ranchman had in his employ were at their quarters, which was a short
distance from the house. But Wild paid no attention to the cowboys. It was Pedro he was
after.
"Verra nice a-morning, senor," the peon said,
as Wild paused in the doorway and watched him
at his work.
"Yes, Pedro," the boy replied, in his cool and
easy way. "You are an early riser, it seems."
"Me get a-up when daylight come, senor." was
the reply.
"And you go to bed rather early, I suppose?"
"Yes, senor."
"Well, you don't have a great deal of work to
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do, anyhow. You have an easy thing of it, I
should ;,ay."
"Plepcy work, senor. My wife have to work
-verra 'hard. She cook da meals and help da
senora."
"Well, when you hav~ no guests here it should
not be very hard for her."
"Oh, she no care. My wife verra smart
woman."
"And you are a very smart ruan, too."
"Yes, senor."
·
Wild saw that he. was pleased at the flattery
he was giving him, so he continued on in this
way for a little while, and then suddenly looking
the Mexican squarely in the eyes, he said:
"Are you acquainted with Senor Castro?"
"Da rich hidalgo, you mean?" Pedro answered,
quickly.
"Yes, is a cou~in of your master's, I believe."
"Dat right, senor. But Senor Roderique no
like Senor Castro."
"How is that?"
"Senor Castro think he better than Senor
rfoderique. He got plenty of money and has royal
olood in his veins."
"Oh, I see. I didn't know there was any such
thing here in Mexico in these days."
"Senor Casti·o's ancestors came from Spain.
No Indian blood in his veins."
"I see. That ma]{es him better, I suppose."
"Yes, senor."
"Well, Pedro, Senor Roderique speaks to his
cousin when they meet, I surpose?"
"Not verra much."
"Castro never comes here then?"
"No, senor."
"How lon_g is it since he was here last?"
"Me no know dat, senor. He never come here
v.-hile I work for Senor Roderique."
"You're sure of that?"
"Yes, senor," and the peon looked the boy
square in the eyes without flinching.
"Well, you are a pretty good liar," thought
Wild, but he did npt let out his ~inion just then.
"You were, of fourse, at home the night the
robbery occurred?" he went on after a pause.
"Yes, senor. Dat verra bad. Da bandits steal
da jewels and da money. Nobody find dem.
Verra bad. Me 110 like da bandits."
"You have no idea where the bandits hide themselves have you, Pedro?"
'·Me like to find," declared the Mexican, rising to his feet. "Me get plenty money then."
"Well, I should think it would be an easy thing
to find them."
"You think dat , Young Wild West?"
"Yes. Senor Roderique has told me that there
is a certain place not far from here where they
usually disappear when they are being chased.
It seems to me that it hadn't ought to take long
to find where they go without being discovered."
"Dat verra much of a mystery," and Pedro
shook his head and looked very solemn.
"I have heard tell of such things as the ,g round
opening and swallowl'ag people up. This might
be the case with the bandits when they disappear."
The peon winced slightly at this, but shrugging his shoulders, he braced up and shook his
head.
"Dat verra strange, senor," he answered. "If

d,, ground open and swallow uµ da bandits da
hole would be there."
"Well, perhaps the hole might be covered up
in a hurry. I have heard of such things, you
know."
"Me no understand dat."
'·Well, never mind, Pedro. I think\your mistress will soon have possession of the sto")en jewels.
I am going· to ,get them for her before the day
i» out. I will find where the bandits are, and
don't you forget it."
''Me hear Senor Roderique say dat Young Wild
West verra smart American boy. Maybe you
find."
"I think I will, Pedro. I might call on you for
a little helµ, because the chances are there will
be a hot fight before we are through."
"Me no fight verra much, senor," and the·
Mexican shrugged his shoulders and looked rather
uneasy. ''Me no like to fight."
"Oh, you don't, eh'? \Veil, I reckon we can get
along without you, tht'n. It won't take more
than three of us to corral the bandits. All we
have got to do is to find where they are, and then
we will soon. get them." ,,
·
"If• you catch da bandits you get plenty of
money, ,enor," and the Mexican smiled as he
spoke.
"\Veil, we don't need the money exactly, but uf
course if there is any to be ,given out we won't
refuse it. But go ahead with your work, Pedro.
I won't stop you any longer."
Satisfied that he had said enough to malrn the
rascally Mexican hurry to the headquarters of
the bandits as soon as he got the chance, Wild
walked leisurely on and finally paused where he
was half hidden in the flower garden. But he
was watching closely, and it was not long before
he saw the Mexican hurrying toward the stable.
The moment he noticed this the young dea<lshot
slipped out of the garden and hurried in the
same direction, taking care to keep himself
concealed from the view of the rascal. He went
around behind the stable and peered through the
little window he had been at the day before.
When the saw the Mexican hurriedly saddling a
horse he knew that he was bent on getting to
the Hidalgo's Hidden Haunt without delay.
But Wild did not intend that he should go .<.
there. He had said quite enough to make the
bandits be on their guard should they become
aware of it. However, he meant to let the rascal go all the way to the grove before- he stopped
him. Pedro had no sooner mounted his horse
and started to ride away when Wild ran around
into the stable and quickly putting a bridle on
the sorrel stallion he led him outside and mounted him, bareback. Then he started after the
Mexican at a swift gallop.
It was not until he was half way to the grove
of trees where tlie hidden entrance to the underground place was located that the peon looked
back and saw that he was being followed. He
slackened the pace of his horse instantly, and
Wild came up with him just as the edge of the
grove was reached.
"\Vhere are you going, Pedro?" the boy asked,
in his cool and easy way, while a smile played
about his lips.
"l\Ie take a little ride, senor, dat's all."
"I thought perhaps you might be going to find
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Manuel Castro and tell him what I said to you a
little while ago.
Probably I am mistaken,
though."
Pedro winced at this, and looked toward the
cen ter of the grove, uneasily.
"I reckon you will ride back with me, Pe<lro,"
said the boy, nodd ing his head in a way that
showed how determined he was.
"Me go back if you say so, senor," was the
meek retort.
"Well, I do say so. Now you come right along.
You haven't had your breakfast yet, I know."
"Me no ca re for da breakfast."
"Well, that's all right. You will be glad enough
to eat it when you get it, I think. Come right
along."
Unable to show the reluctance he felt, Pedro
hesitated. But a nod from the young deadshot
caused him to change his mind, so he turned his
horse and the two rode back to the ranch, side
by side. When they arrived there Senor Roderique was standing before the house, watching them
curiously.
"Good morning, senor," our hero said, with
a nod and smile. "Have you got a room in your
house where a man might be safely locked in?"
"vVhy, yes," was the reply. "I think I could
soon fix one up."
"You are sure there would be no chance of the
fellow making his escape?"
"Quite sure, senor."
"Well, I think I will lock your servant UP for
a while."
"Very well. Come right on. I will soon have
the room ready."
"What da matter, Senor Roderique?" cried
Pedro, wildly, his swarthy face turning a sickly
yellow hue. "Me verra good servant. Me no
want to be locked up."
"Hold your tongue, you villain!" Roderique exclaimed, in Spanish, while his eyes flashed dangerously. "You will be locked up for a good
while after you are turned over to the proper
authorities. You scoundrel, you!
To be in
league with the bandits and assist in robbing
my house. I know all, Pedro. You are doomed
to prison."
"Caramba !" hissed Pedro, his brow darkening
and his eyes blazing with fury. "Me kill a-you
for dat, Senor Roderique!"
He leaped from the back of his horse as he
spoke and then quickly drew a dagger from somewhere on his person. But Young Wild West
was altogether too quick for him. He was
upon the ground in a twinkling, and a well directed blow sent the Mexican rolling upon the
ground. Then the boy quickly took the dagger
from him just as Charlie and Jim came running out of the house.
"Boys," said the young deadshot, coolly, "just
take that fellow inside. The senor will find a
place to lock him up. I had a little talk with
him a short time ago, and I knew he would
hasten to ,get to the headquarters of the bandits
without delay, so I watched him. I let him go
all the way to the grove, and then I took charge
of him, Senor Roderique has told him that he
has discovered his duplicity, and he has promised that he shall be sent to prison. There is no
need of carrying on the farce any longer, as far
as Pedro is concerned. I would advise that hie
wife is taken care of, too."
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Charlie and Jim knew their business thoroughly ,veil, and picking up the struggling form llf
the rascally peon they carried him bodily into
the house. The ranchman was not long in leading them t o a small 1·oom that was used for
storing articles that were not in use at all times.
There wa- bu t one little window to i t, and tbis
was scarcely lar g e enough to permit the scoundrel
ie, escape. Into the a partment the Mexican was
thrown, and then the door was shut and the key
turned in the lock.
"Now, then," our hero called out, "if you attempt to get ou t of this room without permission
you will be shot. There will be some one guarding .you all the time. Just remember that, Pedro."
The prisoner broke inoo a tcnent of abuse, but
our hero cared little for that. The girls had
risen by this time, and a fter greetillo!: them Wild
nodded to · Arietta and said:
"Et, I am going to leave you to guard a room
in this house while we are away this morning."
"What is it, Wild?" the girl asked, for she
did not know what had happened, though she
had heard the excited voices and sounds of the
struggle that had taken place. The boy quickly
related to her what had happened, and then
Arietta agreed to be the jailer for Pedro.
"I want you to watch the woman, too," he said.
''Anna and Eloise can assist you in that. Hop
and Wing will remain outside, so there will be no
chance of Pedro squeezing through the little
window in the storeroom."
The senora was very much agitated, but when
she had heard all about it she became more calm.
Meanwhile, Pedro's wife was going about in an
excited way, and when Wild finally faced her
and told her that she must not leave the house
without permission, she flew into a rage.
"Take it easy, woman," the boy said, holding
up his hand. "Such talk is not becaming to even
a female servant. You take my advice and cool
down a little. If you don't you may be sorry
for it. I may as well tell you that your husband
is doomed to prison, and unless you want to
·suffer .the same fate - you will repent at once and
make a full confession of all that · has takerc
place here. You know very well that your husband assisted the bandits to rob this house. You
also know that the hidalgo was the principal
in that affair. Now, then, the quicker you make
a confession the better it will be."
This was a little too much for the Mexican
woman. She broke down and began sobbing
violently. Wild waited a while, and finally when
he found she was. in a more passive mood, he
turned to the ranchman's wife and said:
"Now, then, you go ahead and question her.
I think she will be willing to tell all she knows."
The senora hastened to do as she was directed,
and the result was that in less than half an
hour the woman had admitted to everything. She
said that Pedro, though not exactly a regular
member of the bandit band, had long been in
league with them, and that he had often furnished them with information that led to robberies
in different parts of that section of the country.
Then she began begging: for mercy, and after
a solemn promise had been exacted of her that
she would not attempt to leave the house,- and
that she would obey her mistress and master in
all things, Wild decided that everything was all
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«-Not just yet, Rance," the young deadshot said,
right to proceed. Half an hour after breakfast
was eaten the young deadshot nodded to his with a smile. "I think you can help us out a
little bit if you care to. We are going after
partners and said:
"Now, then, I reckon we'll go over to the some bandits, and there may be as many as
Hidalgo's Hidden Haunt, as it is calJed. There €•dge of them. They will put up a fight, no doubt,
may be as many as eight of them since P edro so if you feel like taking part in it you are
is not always with them, and not supposed to welcome."
"Feel like takin' part in it!" exclaimed the
be one of the bandits. But that will make no
difference, boys. We oUJght to be able to catch man, jubilantlv. "Well, I reckon I do. I'll go
them napping. "
through fire for you, Young Wild West. Jest tell
"That's right, Wild!" the scout exclaimed, smil- me what I've got ter do an' I'll do it."
"All right, then," said Young Wild West. '.'All
ing grimly. "If they put up · a fight there'll oe
a red-hot time for a while, an' don't ~yer forgit you have got to do _for the present is to ride
it. I'm jest in ther humor this mornin' ter do along with us quietly. When the times comes I
will tell you what I- want you to. do. Please
a little shootin', blamed if I ain't."
Our three friend s now made their way· toward remember that."
"Whoopee, whoopee!" yelled Devlin, waving his
the stable to get their horses. The ranchman
hat. "I'm in luck, I am."
followed them, and in a hesitating way he said:
"We'll see you in an hour or two, I think,
'S11all I accompany you, Senor Wild West?"
"No, senor," was the reply. "You had better S<::nor Roderique," Wild called out, and then the
remain right at home. I reckon the three of us four rode away, heading for the grove where
can take care of the bandits all right. We will the mysterious entrance to the Hida~go's Hidden
'
take your --villamous cousin alive and fetch him Haunt was located.
here, along with the jewels and stolen money.
Then you must_accompany us to the town where
CHAPTER VIII.-The Mexic~.n Woman's
you want ~hem lo~ked up. Probably we will not
Treachery.
be able to take all the bandits alive, but we will
Hop and Wing had been told just what they
do our best."
"If there is a fight and any of them happen were to do, so the prisoner had not long been in
to get killed I assure you that I will use my the little roo'm when they took up their stations
influence to save you from getting into any outside where they could watch the small wintrouble with the authorities on this side of the dow. The window was not more than eight feet
line," the ranchman declared.
from · the ground, and as th\lre happened to be
"Well, we'll take• our chances on that, any- a couple of shade trees near the house, the two
bow. Sometimes we get into trouble when we Chinamen sat down and prepared for their vigil.
come over the border, but we always get out of To make it look as' though he meant business
Hop had his big old-fashioned revolver lying o~
it prety quick, I ·am happy to say."
, 1
Wild and his partners were not long in snd- the ground within easy, reach, while Wing had
dling their horses. 'rhey took their rifles with taken a rifle which he kept lying across his
them, of course, for they felt that they might knees.
Meanwhile, Pedro's wife had been doing som~
find it necessary to use them before they got
through with the hida~go and his band. Just hard thinking after having made her confessiori:
as they were about to ride away a horseman No doubt the woman really loved her husband,
came galloping toward the ranch. The moment and this caused her to feel as though she must
the. eyes of Young Wild Weiit rested upon him save him from prison. She was one of the
he recognized the horseman as being Rance. Dev- crafty sort, and by acting in a very docile and
lin, the bad man who had been so anxious to humble way she at length gained the consent of
the mistress of the ranch to go outside and
accompany them from Tucson to Nogales.
"There comes that tall galoot, Wild," the scout get some water from the well, which was close
to where the two Chinamen were sitting. She
said, in surprise. "I wonder what he wants?"
went past them, eyeifl1R' them sharply, and after
"Well, it is all right, Charlie," was the reply. drawing a pail of water she set it down
and
"Maybe he can help us out a little. He will come then stepped over to them.
in handy to tie up the prisoners, anyhow, for
"You want some wine?" she asked, in a low
he is as strong as an ox."
tone of voice.
"I think he could do a little fighting, too, if
Hop looked at her keenly as she
and
he got in a tight place,:' Jim Dart observed, with there was something in her eyes thatspoke,
told him
a nod of his head.
'
that treachery was on foot. But he was very
"Oh, yes, there is no doubt of that. Well, we quick to think and act, so he smilingly answered :
will let him go with us, if he wants to."
"Allee light. Me likee havee lillee dljnk of
"Oh, he'll want ter go well enough," the scout wine, so be. Maybe you gottee lillee tanglefoot.
declared.
,
·
Me likee lat allee samee better."
When Devlin brought his horse to a halt close
"Me try to get some whisky," she answered
to them his face had a rather sheepish look.
and then she slipped from under her apron ~
"Good-mornin', everybody!" he said. "Don't quart bottle of wine.
give me a scoldin' for comin' over here, Young
Hop took it from her, and with a pleasant
Wild W1"st, but I found out where you was, an' nod, observed:
I couldnit help it. I hunig around all day yister"You velly handsome gleaser lady, so be. Me
day, an' had a big time last night. But all 1ikee you. When you husband allee samee gittee
ther time I was thinkin' of comin' where you hangee me mally you."
was. Yer ain't goin' ter send me away, are
The woman flashed an angry glance at him,
yer?"
but she quickly recovered and smiled.
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have some weapon t defend himself with in
"Mc like you, Senor Ch inee. "
"You likee my blother, too?" and H op grinned case he was attacked. The woma» looked around
cautiously and then, ran and got a bench which
and nodded to Wing.
"Me like you much better," declared the lying was close to t he kitchen door. She Quickly carried this benea t h the window and got upon it.
.
woman.
"Lat velly nicee. My blot ~er a~lee samee foolee and was then able to look inside. Some whbChinee. Me velly . martee Chmee. Me velly pering was done in Spanish, and Hop and Wing
handsome man too, so be. Me mally you, allee both watched. It was not more than a minute
before they saw the head and shoulders of Pedru
light, when you husband gittee hangee."
No doubt the treacherous woman felt that she come through the window. But it was a very
had lingered qui te long enoUJgh, so she_ tui:ned tight squeeze, and pull as she might, the woman
and picking up the pail of wa ter, hurried mto could make but slow progress in getting him
the house. Then Hop removed t he cork from through. It seemed that Pedro's hips could
not be squeezed through the aperture, and with
the bottle and took a whiff of it.
"Velly nicee wine, my blother," he said, with a his . arms swinging violently and his heels no
smile. "But me no dlinkee, so be. Lat woman doubt kickin,g wildly inside, he was stuck there.
_.Suddenly Hop arose to a sitting posture an<l
velly muchee bad. She puttee somethling in um
wine to makee us go sleepee. She wan tee gittee picked up the revolver that lay at his side. He
hE:r husband outtee. Me knowee. Me velly took a quick aim ·at the woman and pulled the
trigger. Bang! The report was a loud one
smartee Chinee."
Wing, who was not altogether as keen as his and uttering a scream, Pedro's wife slipped fron:
brother, looked surprised at this. But it Quickly the bench and well rolling upon the ground . . But
dawned on him that no doubt Hop was right in there was no bullet in the weapon, so she had
not been harmed one little bit, any more than
what he said.
"We no dlink um wine," he exclaimed, shaking from the fall she received.
"Hip hi! hoolay !" yelled Hop, dancing about
his head.
"No; we makee believe, so be, my blother. and brandishing the old-fashioned weapon in
Pletty soonee you shuttee you eyes and allee glee. "Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee.
samee snore. Me shuttee my eyes and allee Gleaser woman velly muchee foolee."
Of course, the senora and the girls came rusl1samee snore, too. Len um gleaser woman comee
outee and tly to gittee Pedla outee. Lat be in,I!' out of the house. The report had astounded
them, and they were anxious to find out what
velly muchee fun:- Me velly smartee Chinee."
Wing nodded, as though he was willing to it meant. When they saw the woman risin,.:
admit for the first time in his life that his brother to her feet and beheld the struggling form of
was indeed very clever. Hop kept an eye on the Pedro, they understood what had happened.
kitchen. Two or three times he saw the Mexican Arietta quickly seized the woman, and placing
woman peering sharply at them. But when she the muzzle of a revolver close to her face ·ex'
was not to be seen he managed to pour the claimed:
"You get inside the house. You have shown
contents of the bottle upon the ground. Then
the next time he saw her looking he raised it your treachery, and now you must suffer for it."
Anna and Eloise Quickly seized her, but it
to his lips and went through the performance
of swallowinig as though he was drinking. He was hardly necessary, for she was now as meek
· then passed the bottle to Wing, who knew as a lamb, and broke into a flood of tears. She
enough to do the same thing, and after having was led inside and locked in another room, and
done this two or three times, Hop waited until then Eloise took it upon herself to stand guard
he saw the sharp' eyes of the woman peering before the door. Meanwhile, the ranchman's
at him from the doorway, and then threw the wife was so excited that she became hysterical.
Anna had all she could do to pacifv her, while
bottle away from him a s though disgusted.
"Now !en you makee believe go sleepee, my Ariet ta stood with Hop and Wing watching th,;;
blother," he said, in a whisper, without looking struggling villai n who was caught fast in th.,
little window.
at Wing at all.
"Me makee um gleaser allee samee gittee bacl,
"Allee light, Hop," came the reply, and then
Wing promptly let his head sag to one side velly muchee quickee, Missee Alietta," said Hop,
and finally closed his eyes. He began snor"ing as he stepped forward, pistol in hand. "l\.'.[ ,
away at a great rate, and after nodding a few blowee him head off, so- be."
Then the clever Chinee placed the weapo!l
times, Hop did the same thing, allowing himeelf to fall upon the ground. But he had one close to the man's head and pulled the trigge1·.
eye open, just the same, and as he expected, it Bang! The report must have been deafening
was not more than five minutes before the Mexi- to Pedro, for he uttered a yell, and then began
can woman came stealinig softly from the house. screaming with terror.
"Gittee back!" cried Hop, and then he hit him
She looked at the two Chinamen keenly, and
then with an iron bar in her hand she stepped not very gently on the head with the barrel of
,
softly beneath the window. There was nothing his weapon.
but a screen there, since the sa·sh was open. As
Pedro certainly did his best to SQueeze his
has been said, the aperture was so small that way back through the window. He succeeded,
it would be a· difficult task for a man to sQueeze too, and after he had been tapped again pret ty
through. But it could be done ,vith some one h&rd he went through and disappeared.
to help him. The woman reached up with the
"Lat allee light, Missee Alietta," said Hop,
bar and thrust it through the screen.
nodding lo Young Wild West's sweetheart,
Almost instantly Hop saw that the bar was proudly.
taken from her hand, and then he realized that
"Yes, that's all ri,ght, Hop. But you had betehe had passed it to her husband so he might get some boards and some heavy nails nad cover
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that window. The villain came very nearly makir.g his escape."
'·No, Missee Alietta. Me knowee allee 'boutee.
Me waitee till um light time comee, !en me stoppee velly muchee quickee."
Wing heard and understood exactly what
Arietta said, so he was not long in repairing to
the out-house he had slept in during the night.
He found just what he wanted there, and in a
few minutes· he was nailing some boards over
the window with the assistance of his brother.
Arietta waited until she was satisfied that Pedro
would have a hard time in breaking his way
through. But as she started to go into the house,
Hop suddenly stopped her.
"Me forgittee somethling, Missee Alietta,''. he
!'aid. "Um gleaser allee samee gottee um iron
bar. Maybe he bleak um boards off."
"Oh, he has an iron bar, eh? The woman gave
it to him, I suppose."
"Yes, lat light, Missee Alietta."
"Well, I will soon get the iron bar. You come
with me."
Determined that the prisoner should have
nothing to assist him in making trouble, the brave
girl went inside the house and was soon before
the door of the room in which Pedro was confined. Hop was right there with her, revolver
in hand. Arietta unhesitatingly turned the kefy
in the lock. She did this with her left hand,
holding her revolver with the right. If the
prisoner attempted to strike at her with the bar·
she meant to shoot him dead in his tracks, for
things had come to a desperate situation. But
as she opened the door Pedro was disclosed
sitting upon the floor in a. very humbl_e f!Osition.
The iron bar lay near him, and pomtmg her
revolver at his breast, the girl said:
"You make one little move and it will be the
last thing you do on earth, you scoundrel!"
The prisoner's face blanched, but ~e . made
no reply. Arietta stepped forward, and p1ckrng up
the iron bar, backed out and closed the door.
The key grated in the lock, and then Pedro was
done for, as far as making his escape was concerned.
It happened that the ranchman bad gone out
to instruct his cowboys, so the girls and the two
Chinaman ha,.,_ been the only ones to look after
the prisoner for the time. But in a little while
Roderique returned, and when he learned what
had happened during his absence he was much
surprised.
"It seems,'' said he, looking at Arietta, admiringly, "that Young Wild West _h:1s ta_ught
his companions just how to act at critical times.
I congratulte you and also the Chinaman, for
what you did."
Having put things in a proper shape, there
was nothing to do but to wait for the return
of Young Wild West and his partners, so they
prepared to take things as quietly as possible
until that tirrie came.
CHAPTEl'. IX.-Young Wild West's Red-Hot
Fight.
As Young Wild West neared the spot where
the cleverly constructed opening •in the ground
was located, he held up his hand for his companions to keep silent. He brought his horse to a
halt within a few feet of the big space of rock,

and then quickly dismounted. His partners and
Rance Devlin were not long in following suit.
Our hero had marked the spot pretty well, and
sure that he was not making a mistake, he
stepped caut iously ti? it. He walked upon the
rock, but it did not give way beneath his weight.
However, he was quite sure that Pedro had failed
t0 fasten the trap-door, if it could be called
such, after enterinig the underground place the
day before. He had figured on having a difficult
time in making an entrance by that way, but
since he knew the other entrance it mattered
little to him. He walked all over the flat surface, springing Ul) and down upon it , but with
no effect.
"Well, boys,'' be said, nodding to his partners,
"I reckon there is little chance of us g etting in
this way without using dynamite or some other
force. If we had to do that we would surely
put the bandits on their guard. The only thing
to do now is to go around to the ravine and get
in there ih that way. As it is hardly likely
that those inside will be expecting us, we may be
able to get right upon them before they are
aware of it. Come on. We may a s well ride
over there, too, for it is quite a little distance
from here."
Devlin said nothing, but followed the young
deadshot and his partners as they rode around
by a circular route toward the little ravine. They
were not long in reaching it, of course, and then
they again dismounted. Then our hero took a
good look at the cliff. He was a little surprised
when he discovered that there was an opening in
the face of the perpendicular wall of rock something like twenty feet above the one that came
out into the ravine. A narrow ledge ran along,
too, and he felt that it was more than likely that
there was a passage leading to the upper opening, as well as to the one below.
The four horses were left at the mouth of
the ravine, where there was plenty for them to
graze upon, and then the four ascended the
rather steep bank until they ,g ot close to the
ledge. It was not an easy task to get upon this
since it narrowed down to almost nothing. But
Young Wild West did not hesitate, and seizing
a stout bush be lowered himself down until bis
toes touched the ledge of rock. Then he picked
his way carefully along, and soon stood before
the mouth of a cave. His partners waited until
be .got there before they attempted to make
the short journey, since it was necessary that
they must hold on to the rock in order to keep
from falling. Wild was just peering into the cave
when a man sprang from either side on the inside and seized him. He gave a sharp cry of
warning, and then made a desperate struggle to
free himself.
One of the men was the hidalgo, while the
other he recognized as one he had seen when he
made his investigation the afternoon before.
Wild's partners had heard his cry, of course, but
they could also hear the sounds of the scuffle as
the young dead ·hot was endeavoring to free
himself. . Neither of the Mexicans had said a
word, and they huniedly made their way alon«
the ledge. Manuel Castro had a sort of pole
in his hand, but he did not attempt to beat the
boys with it. If the boy had been upon the
open ground he would not have been long in
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freeing himself, but where he was it was im- ,
possible to move about much.
"Hurry up, boys!" he called out, in a to!le ~f
voice that was just about loud enough for hu,
partners to hea·r. "Two of the bandits have
,
got me."
"We're comin', Wild!" came from the scout.
Then it was that Castro gave vent to an
angry exclamation. He leaned out and saw the
two picking their way hurriedly along the ledge.
"Caramba!" he hissed.
Wild struggled desperately, and leaned over
to see if help was coming. As Charli~ and Jim
appeared on the narrow ledge the h1dalgo Jet
go his hold upon Wild and ran to beat them
off with the heavy s tick. But Wild's right arm
was free and he seized him by the shoulder. A
quick jt,rk and he sent him sprawling on his back.
Then he turned and struck the bandit who was
holding him so desperately a blow between the
eyes. A ,g runt came from the villain, b_ut he
still held on. Biff! Another blow landed m the
same place, and then the fellow went. down,
dragging the boy with him. But at that mstant
Charlie leaped from the ledge to the flat rock
in front of the opening. Pointing a revolver at
the hidalgo, who was in the act of getting upon
his feet, he exclaimed :
"You make another move an' you'll be a dead
greaser!"
Then Ji1n landed upon the rock. He quickly
turned his attention to the bandit who was holding fast to Wild. The moment he pressed the
muzzle of his gun to the fello'Y's forehead he l~t
go his hold and cowered m fnght. "\Veil," said
Wild, as he gathered himself together and
breathed a sigh of relief, "I :reckon they had me
foul, boys. But it didn't last very long, did it?"
"I reckon it didn't," Charlie answered, grimly.
'·But that galoot of a hidali.11,'o sartinly meant ter
beat me off ther ledge. It was a lucky thing
that you pulled him back jest as you did, or he
could have· landed a crack on my head. He missed an' I ain't goin' ter forgit him for it, either.
r•v'e a good notion ter give him a smash in
ther jaw t hat he'll remember _as long-as _he lives."
"Well, don't do it, Charhe. You Just keep
them covered and I'll soon tie them up. We have
got two prisoners, anyhow."
"Jest as you say, vVild."
The two Mexicans were forced to sit upon the
rock in upright positions, and then Wild was not
long in finding stout cords with which he bound
their hands behind their backs. Having done
this he coolly relieved· them of their weapons,
ar.d' then nodding approvingly, he said:
"Well, boys, here they are. Now, then, I
reckon we'll go down into the cave and .e;et the
rest. Maybe they are not there, but it won't
hurt to look, and we will do it Tight away, too."
"This is an outrage," Manuel Castro said,
suddenly, a s he began acting as though he. was
a very injuTed man. "How dare you Americans
come here?"
"Take it easy, senor," Wild said, with a smile.
'"l'his is not the first time I have been in your
haunt. Your man Pedro was foolish enough not
to fasten the clever trap by which you enter in
the grove back here, and I happened to drop in
afteT he . came here yesterday. I had a good
chance at spying on you, and I took in all that
l
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was to be seen. Then I came out of the opening
that is almost directly under us. Don't ask us
how we dare to come here. You are the leader
of a bandit gang, and you stole the jewels and
the money, and we want you, too. You have
been playing a double game quite long enough,
and prison is the place for you."
The hidalgo looked at him aghast. His face
turned livid, and though his eyes flashed he
quickly subsided and began trembling with fear.
· "So my secret has been discovered at last?"
he said, with a moan.
"That's right, senor. You are a fine specimen
of a blue-blooded Mexican, I must say. Now,
then, you may as well help us a little. Where
are the rest of your men?"
"They are all out," was the reply.
"You are sure of that?"
"Yes. We were watching for them to return
when you came suddenly upon the ledge over
there. Of course, when we saw you were an
American and a stranger to us we decided to
catch you, which we did."
"But you didn't hold me veTy long, did you?"
and Wild laughed sarcastically.
"You are a fiend, boy!"
"Well, maybe I am. But that's alJ right. Your
cousin sent for me to come and hunt you down,
and I am glad to say that I was been able to
do it in less than one day. That is a pretty
good showing, I should think, Senor Castro."
"May I asked who you are?" said Castro.
"Well, have you ever heard of Young Wild
V\Test?"
"Yes, I have heard the name mentioned."
.
"Well, that's' who I am."
"And you mean to put me in pTison ?''
"I certainly do, senoT."
"But you shall not, for I will buy my liberty.
I am a very wealthy man."
"Well, I don't care how wealthy you are. I
will guarantee that you haven't enough gold to
buy me. You are a hidalgo, all right, and you
are the leader of a gang of bandits. The latter
is what you must suffer for, SQ just take it easy."
"But, senor--"
"No buts about it. I just told you that you
haven't enough gold to buy me. Now then I
am going to take you down into the cave, and if
you have lied to me about your men not being
there I promise you that I will shoot off one of
your ears. Believe me when I say this, for I
always tell the truth."
"I haven't lied to you, boy. But I hope you
will change your mind. I must not go to prison.
I must have a chance to escape, and I will give
you all my wealth for the pTivilege."
"Don't say that again, please. I don't like to
have any one to try and bribeme. Come on.
Boys, just fetch the other fellow along. M&ybe
he will be willing to show us the way down.
H he don't just put a bullet in him."
"You kin bet your life I'll ·do that cfuick
enough, Wild," the scout answernd, and by the
way he acted it seemed as thought he meant it.
The bandit began pleading for his life, but he
was not long in getting up when Jim gave him
a punch on the ear with the muzzle of his re• volver. Holding him by the arm, Dart commanded him to lead the way into the cave. He
walked ·along readily enough, then, and once
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inside our friend saw a rather steep descent halt. The next minute five villainous-looking
before them. They all went down this and then Mexicans came hurrying thro·u gh the passaige.
found themselves in the cave that was used as The moment they were inside Wild sprang bethe headquarters of the bandit band. The hidalgo hmd them and leveled his revolvers at them.
Cl'ack ! One of the bandits fired, and a bullet
had told the truth, too, for there was no one
grazed Cheyenne Charlie's left foot. Crack!
there.
"Boys," said Wild, nodding his head to the Jig Dart's gun spoke, and the villain dropped.
right, "you will :find a couple of horses in there,
"Go at them with your dagger!" shrieked the
I have no doubt. Just fetch them out and we hidalgo, in Spanish.
The surprised scoundrels took the cue, and
will tie these fellows upon their backs."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth with the steel blades flashing in their hands they
when Cheyenne Charlie left the prisoner in made a 1·ush at our friends. For the next three
charge of Jim and then darted throuigh the pas- or four minutes it was a red-hot fight that Young
sage. He was not long in returning with two
Wild West and his partners were in. Anxious
horses, which he had put bridles upon. He also to take the rest of them alive, Wild kept telling
had taken a lariat which he found in the under- his partners not to kill them. But the bandits
ground stable. This he cut in half and with were desperate, and thev were pressed so hard
the assistance of Jim he placed the prisoners up- that finally tlie boy was compelled to shoot one
on the backs of the horses. Then they were of them himself.
tied securely by the ankles underneath so it
The remaining three kept lunging at them
would be impossible fo;:. them to even fall off.
with their daggers, and a few scratches were
"There you are, Wild," Charlie said, with a
received, though none of them were dangerous.
grin.
Charlie at last knocked the daigger from the
"All right," was the reply, and then turning hand of one of them, and then grappled with
to Dart, our hero added:
him. He threw him to the ground, but still the
"Go out and tell Devlin to come in here. We Mexican fought on, scratching and biting with
will need him about now, I think. We must take all his might. Jim got in such close quarters
Senora Roderique's jewels back with us. That that he was comp~lled to use the butt of his
is the main thing that brought us here, you revolver on the forehead of his man, and the
know."
blow was such a crushing one that the bandit
Jim gave a nod and quickly went outside, for fell unconscious. Wild put a bullet through the
it was easy for him to find the way. He found wrist of the last of them, and then it was easy
the reformed bad man at the end of the ravine for him to throw the scoundrel to the ground.
waiting with no little excitement. Devlin had
Three of the bandits were dead, but they had the
been told not to try and make his way along other five, and two of them were wounded so
the ledge, and he had obeyed orders strictly.
tadly that it was necessary to tie them to the
"Come on, Rance," Dart said. "There are backs of their horses as though they were sacks
only two of them inside, and we have got them. of grain.
·
The rest are out somewhere. Wild wants you
The others were taken care of, too, find then
right away."
they all went out of the cave and rode back to
"Good enough!" came the reply, and then Dev- Roderique's ranch. Everything was all right
lin's face lighte up, and he hurried quickly when they got there, and the ranchman was so
to Jim's side.
elated that he danced with joy. His wife almost
The two were not long in gettinig into the fainted when the box of jewels was placed in
cave, and when they arrived they found that her hands. Arietta quickly informed Wild of
Wild had been informed of where the jewels and how the woman servant had proved treacherous
other treasure that was in the cave could be and tried hard to let her husband escape.
found. The hidalgo kept coaxing to be released,
It is not necessary to dwell upon what folbut the young deadshot paid no attention to him. lowed. Suffice it to say that the hidalgo and
The box of jewels was found, and Wild took care the rest of the bandits were duly put in jail, and
to take possession of it himself. The leather that they received a fair trial and were senbags that were filled with gold and silver coins tenced for their crimes. Young Wild West and
v,ere then carried outside. Probably there might his friends remained until the day following the
have been fifty or sixty thousand dollars there, capture, and then left Roderique's ranch and
and when they had taken it all out, Charlie went back to American soil. They had been in a
went in and found one horse which he quickly red-hot fight in old Mexico, but had won out
l,rought out.
as usual, and had also been well rewarded for
"We'll use this nag to carry the booty of the what they had done. Our hero did not forget
thieves to the ranch," said our hero, ·with a nod. Rance Devlin, either, and forced him to accept
"Load him up, boys. There is plenty of rope some of the reward.
to assist you in doing it."
"Well," said Cheyenne Charlie, smiling grimly
It took some little time to arrange things, and "I reckon there ain't no place over there what
just as they were ready to leave they heard kin be called ther Hidalgo's Hidden Haunt any
sounds from the other side of the underground more. Everybody around there has been there
place, which told them plainly that the rest of afore this time, so I s'pose it will be one of ther
the band had arrived.
places where visitors will be took to from now
"Get ready for business, boys," said the young on. But it's all right. We won't forgit ther reddeadshot. "Rance, you go outside with that horse. hot fight we had there, anyhow."
The prisoners will remain right here as they
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
are."
The clatter of hoofs sounded plainly in the · wEST'S LARIAT SWING; or, ARIETTA AND
THE BROKEN BRIDGE "
cave and then the three heard them come to a
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CURRENT NEWS
. "LEANING TOWER" IN U.S.
Cherokee, Ind., boasts a leaning tower that inclines at a sharper angle than the famous structure in Pisa. It is a huge silo built of hollow
tiles that started leaning after it was overloaded
with alfalfa.
SOME OF THE BIG SALARIES COLLECTED
BY FIL"h-I STARS
$10,000 a week-Mary Pickford, Norma Talm a dge, Harold Lloyd, Douglass Fairbanks, Charlie Chnplin, Jackie Coogan.
$7,500 a week-Dorothy Dalton.
$6,500 a week-Gloria Swanson.
$5,000 a week-Constance Talmadge, Pauline
Frederick, Larry Semon, Lillian Gish.
$4,000 a week-Tom Mix.
$3,500 a week-Betty Compson.
$3,000 a week-May McAvoy, Mabel Normand,

Priscilla Dean and Richard Barthelmess, who also
gets a share of the profits.
BOY GETS 4,500 MILES IN FIVE WEEKS ON
$10
Sydney Moshel, 14, has returned to his home
at 367 Atlantic avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., after
having traveled 4,500 miles in five weeks on $10.
Sydney related his adventures at Nathan Hale
Junion High School, where he is a student between hikes. He took in Suffern, Tuxedo, Newburgh, Kingston, the Ashokan reservoir, Binghamton, Elmira, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Montreal, T oronto, Quebec, Brantford, London, Detroit, Baltimore and Washington, returning home
by way of Atlantic City.
-Sydney's Boy Scout uniform, he said, was usually good for a "pick-up" by a passing automobile and often got him a night's lodging.

MYSTERY MAGAZINE, No. 146
OUT TODAY !

OUT TODAY! .
READ THE GREAT F EATURE STORY

"THE ARGENTINE R.UBY"
It was writtenr by BEULAH and SHIRLEY POYNTER, and is one of the best detective
stories we have ever published. Miss Beula h Poynter is a celebrated author of plays and
•
can't be beaten at writing detective stories fu ll of pep and excjtement.

AN ADDITIONAL FEATURE!
Another magnificent story by that prince of detective literature

George Bro nson Howard
'We have a number of his truly wonderful stories on hand and are now
issuing the on~ entitled

"Decoy Ducks"
Every line of this gripping detective tale will hold you spellbound.
can't afford to miss this rare treat.

You

THEN THERE ARE SOME FINE SHORT STORIES
The authors are men of world-wide reputation.

READ
"THE CLINCH GARROTE," by N. L. Jorgensen; "MARKED FOR THE HANGMAN"
by Arthur S. Witt; "WASTED EFFORT," by D. L. Radway. Next, there's the fourth i;.
stalment of the splendid "Gutterside" series by Neil McConlogue, one vf our best authors
entitled "THE SLAYER OF SELDOM-SEEN." This is certainly one of the most interest:
ing detective stories we have ever issued, and we are sure you will enjoy it.

NO END OF SH ORT ARTICLES!
As usual we are giving you some of the best little items procurable on odd
subjects of all kinds, in addition to the above mentioned material.

Be Sure to Spend 10 Cents for a Copy
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OUT FOR A JOB
-

Or, -

The Adventures of an Office Boy
By DICK ELLISON
(A Serial Story)

I

CHAPTER II-(Continued.)
So deeply immersed in his work did this odd
boy become-for Gus certainly was an oddity in
more ways than one-that it was midnight before
he knew it, and he began to think of bed.
"How late Jack is," thought Gus, as he began
undressing. "I wonder what he does with himself? Of course it's none of my business, but I'd
just like to know."
Now Gus was not the only one of Jack Mverpool's acquaintances who had asked themselves
this question, but Jack was not telling his busi•
ness to any one.
Shortly after two, while the boy was sound
asleep, the door opened, and Jack came stealing
into the room.
He lit the gas and bolted the door; scarcely
had he done so when, with a groan, he d~·opped
to the floor in a heap and lay there.
The noise of his fall aroused Gus, and he sat
up in bed.
"Jack!" he gasped. "What's the matter?"
No answer. Jack's eyes were closed, his face
was deathly white; he scarcely seemed to breathe.
"He's drunk," thought Gus; and yet I never
knew him to drink even a glass of beer."
He jumped out of bed and quickly discovered
that there was no odor of liquor on the boy's
breath. What then did ail him? Gut was thinking of summoning help, when Jack opened his
eyes.
"Gee!" he gasped. "What am I doing here on
the floor? Did I go to pieces, Gus?"
"I should say so!
You scared the life out of
me!" cried Gus. "What got you?" '
"I fainted, I suppose.• Help me up."
Gus obeyed. Jack could sca1·cely stand.
"Have you been drinking?" demanded Gus.
"Not on your life! I never hit the booze. Gus,
I've been shot. Has any one been here inquiring
for me?"
·
'
"No one. How--"
"Hold on . I'm not telling anything, so don't
ask questions. When did you come in?"
"About eight; perhaps -, a little earlier."
"That's all right, then. Help me to undress.
I'm as weak as a cat."
He had good reason t o be. When his underwear was revealed, it proved to be saturated with
blood, and there was a bullet-wound on the left
hip.
G-gs was greatly alarmed.
"You ought to have a doctor," he declared.
"Doctor nothing. I'll attend to that in the
morning," was the ,.'eply. "It isn't serious. Lis-

ten here, we want to burn those clothes. Start a
fire and attend to it like a good fellow. I'll wash
myself and get on clean underwear. Not a word
of this to anybody, boy. I've stood by you-now
you stand by me."
And bu1-n the underwear and socks Gus did in
the little stove where there was a low fire. Meanwhile, Jack cleaned up and crawled into bed.
"Put the light out and come to bed, Gus," he
said, ·weakly. "By thunder, I've had a narrow
escape."
"I should say you had," replied Gus, as he proceeded to obey.
•
"And I suppose you are dying with curiosity
to know how it happened."
"It's up to you, Jack."
"Say, it wouldn't do you any good to know. If
it would, I'll tell you. Did you land a job?"
"I did-at ten per."
"\Vhat concern?"
"A man named Abanao. He's an exporter and
importer. Place is on Duane street."
"Office boy?"
"Yes."
"Good for you, and blame good pay. I congratulate you. Glad of it for another reason, too.
I shall have to pull out of this town to-morrow.
I think I"ll slide over to Philly. Good-night, Gus.
pon't you worry about me. I shall be all right
m a day or so. What I need most now is sleep."
But this was just what he was not destined to
get, as these boys were soon to learn.
Gus was tremendously disturbed by this unexpected occun-ence. Jack went right off asleep,
but to Senor Abanao's new office boy sleep refused
to come.
-A clock somewhere struck three, and then four.
Gus lay ve1·y still for fear of rousing Jack, who
seemed utterly exhausted, so heavily did he sleep.
Shortly after four Gus heard stealthy footsteps on the stairs which paused outside their
do?r, and then came the sound of whisteping
voices.
Gus slipped out of bed and listened at the keyhole.
"This must be the 1·oom," was said.
"Sure it isn't in front? We don't want to
make no mistake," was answered.
'\They are after Jack, surest thing," thought
Gus, in great alarm, for the boy was quite capable of putting two and two together. That Jack
had been up to something crooked he had not the
slightest doubt.
He crawled back into bed and shook up his
friend, clapping his hand 'over his mouth as he
did so.
"Jack!" he breathed. "Jack!"
Jack turned on his back, and then on his side
again, with a grnan.
"Hav_e they come?" he gasped.
"St>mebody outside the door:''
"So? Gee! Listen here. I'll crawl under the
bed. Probably they'll find me, but it's my only
chance. Let them break in, Gus. Claim this as
your room. Refer them to the proprietor, Mr.
McMahon, if they question it. He is in the front
hall bedroom-,ee?"
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
SQUIRREL SWIMS NIAGARA
A red squirrel successfully swam the rapids
above the American Falls, one of the most dangernus of all rapids. -.
The squirrel fell into the stream from a log
a few hundred yards above the cataract and was
swept out to the current. It succeeded in reaching a rock some distance -out in the river.
Reservation employees saw the little animal's
predicament. They obtained a long ladder and
shoved an encl out to the rock, thinking the squirrel would scramble ove1· it to shore. But it disdained the improvised bridge and plunged into
the stream, landing on the mainland shore, after
a desperate struggle only a few feet from the
brink of the falls.
CRAWLS 4 MILES FOR AID
Dr. G. M. Sewall of Portland, Ore., was injured ·whi'.e on a fi shing trip with his son, a
youngs;er of fourteen. Dr. Sewall and the boy
left the family mountain cabin near Welches, on
'the south side of Mount Hood, for a fishing excursion on the upper Salmon River. They walked
seven miles up the Salmon and then four miles
more u;:i the south fork of the river, starting their
fishing 'at that· point.
They had scarcely thrown their lines into the
water before Dr. Sewall fell through a log jam
from .,~·hich he was fishing and broke his right
foot. No help was at hand and it was necessary
for the injured man to crawl the distance of four
miles down the stream to the forest trail.
The boy gave what assistance he could and
when they reached the trail hurried on and obtained aid. Horses were brought up from the
camp and Dr. Sewall was taken to the cabin near
Welches and then to Portland by automobile. It
took more than five hours to crawl the distance
of four miles.
A GREAT AFRICAN KING
King Khama of Bamangwato, Africa, is dead
at the age of 94. As a boy David Livingston became interest~d In him, and so influenced his life
that when he became king of his territory in the
heart of Africa he turned it from heathenism to
such a high plane that when a British escort was
going through that part of the dark continent
with travelers, the genernl said: "You need not
have the wagons watched now, for we entered
Khama's eountry last night, and none of his people will take anything." Ile forbade witchcraft
11nd bani shed witch doctors In the fii-st year of his
r-eign. He put an end to the killing of weak or
deformed babies, stopped the burying alive of
babies w!th their dead mothers, he punished
crimes, and finally got r!d of beer and whisky,
He greatly admired the wisdom and sincerity of
Queen Victoria, and asked he1• to protect Bech~
uanaland, \\'hlch Great Britain promised to do. In
1908 the king built a $15,000 stone church in
Serowe, his capital, in which are 25,000 people,
King Khama of Bamangwato has made a name
worthy to go down in history,

DAN

O'LEARY, 82, CHALLENGES ALL
. WALKERS
Dan O'Leary, whose feats of walking furnished
some of the big sporting thrills back in the early
part of the present century, is 82 years old, but
he is not yet through walking. In a letter-to the
New York Herald O'Leary says that he has been
·walking all summer in baseball parks throughout
the country and that he challenges any man in the
world to walk 500 miles for a side bet of from $1,000 to $50,000, with no restrictions as to age or
color or anything else.
The famous walker further challenges his
equally famous contemporary, Edward Payson
Weston, to a walking contest with Schmihel as a
partner, in which O'Leary agrees to walk 100
miles while Weston and Schmihel are each walking 45 miles.
He can till walk six miles an hour and keep it
up for six hours, O'Leary writes, and his stunt
during the last summer has been to walk twelve
times around the baseball diamonds, outside the
bases.
O'Leary has long been one of the most famou~
walkers this country ever produced, although other sporting events have in late years crowded the
pedestdians from the front. But in the old days
O'Leary was considered a physical wonder, and
he must be even more of a wonder now if he can
do the feats he says he can. His greatest stunt
was walking 1,000 miles in 1,000 hours after physicians had said that no human being could stand
such a strain. In 1908 O'Leary figured that he
had walked 99,000 miles in contests, so that by
this time his figure must be well above the 125,000 mark.
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INTEllESTING R.ADIO NEWS AND HINTS
WATCH YOUR BATTERIES
Laying a d1·y battery of any kind, B or A, on
its side will shorten its life considerably. The
battery is made to stand on its end and when
· on its side all 1:he moisture on the inside will
gradually go over to the under side of the zinc
container and soon eat through. If your dealer
keeps his dry batteries on his shelf so that
they are in this position, you will do be1:ter to
get them somewhere else.
FAULTY CONNECTIONS
After the hookup has been selected and the set
is ready for wiring the following suggestions will
help in connecting the parts correctly the first
time:
Cut out the diagram of your hookup and tack
it onto a piece of cardboard just large enough
to take the diagram. Next take a piece of thin
tracing cloth the same size and tack it over the
diagram. Decide next what wires should be put
in first, so as to avoid any acrobatic stunts of
soldering other wires later on. Then proceed in
this manner: Every time a wil'e is attached between two terminals trace out its course on the
diagram, using some other color of ink or pencil
than was used on the original sketch. Repeat
this process until the diagram has been completely traced. If this scheme is followed the
hookup will be right the first time and the set
will function properly p1·ovided the apparatus is
good.
MULTIPLE POINT CATSWHISKER
The. multiple catswhisker called a Variotenser
is a welcome addition to the 1·adio parts which
make crystal operation easier. Fourteen fine gold
~trands are twisted together in a miniature cable. The variotenser replaces the usual single
wire catswhisker. The end which touches the
crystal is frayed slightly. Thus there are fourteen fine points to feel over the surface with the
corresponding inc1·ease in the chances for finding
that most sensitive spot quickly. The wires are so
flexible that they adapt themselves to the inegularities of the surface very easily. The one or
two which happens to strike insensitive points
and so contribute nothing to the detection do not
interfere with the others or detract from the signal strength. This would not be true if the impedance of the crystal were lower. As it is the
amount of signal which is bypassed through the
dead points is negligible.
The advantages of using gold strands are that
they are extremely flexible and do not rust or
corrode.
INTERFERENCE
Increasing interference from spark stations is
being noted oy radiophone listeners, especially in
the New York area. Evening after evening the
spark stations break into the excellent musical
programmes of the broadcasters and mess things

up fo1· the listeners. During the most exciting
m_oments of the short bµt thrilling DempseyFn·po bout, the speak stations broke in with the
most aggravating racket. The writer of these
lines has listened to spark stations sending the
test letter, "V," minute after minute during
the hei,ght of the evening broadcasting entertainment. Of course, the stock excuse on the part
of spark operators is that broadcasts are either
using inefficient receiving apparatus, which cannot be tuned sharply enough to eliminate undesired waves, or that the broadcasters lack the
necessary skill to tune properly-or most likely
both. To which we hasten to reply that even
with the sharpest kind of tuners, such as the
Reinartz circuit, we have time and again been
unable to eliminate the intense interference from
spark stations. Obviously, the radio inspectors
l\ave _a job ahead of them. The majority rules,
does 1t not?
COUPLERS
The principal distinction between a loose coupler and a varicoupler is that the latter has no
provision for adjusting the numbers of turns on
its movable element, which is called the rotor.
1 The use to which the varicoupler is put will
determine more or less the number of turns of
wire required in its windings. When used as a
loose coupler between aerial circuit and the grid
circuit of a vacuum tube the fixed coil or stator
should be wound with at least fifty-six turns,
with provisions for taking off taps. The moving
coil or rotor is connected to a variometer and to
the filament of the detector tube. Using this
system, a second or plate variometer is used to
secure regeneration between the grid and plate
of the vacuum tube and th~ plus side of the B
battery.
When the varicoupler is used in the single circuit system the fixed coil is connected to the
grid and filament of the tube as well as to the
aerial and ground circuits.
A varicoupler used in the single circuit set
should have sixty tm·ns wound on its primary,
with a tap every ten turns for the first fifty
and then every one thereafter. The rotor should
have an untapped winding of about fifty turns.
SET NOISES
The statement recently attributed to Thomas
A. Edi on that radio will die out unless the
frying sounds of the music are eliminated was
quic!-<l;v challe1:1ged by radio fans who are daily
rece1vrn,g racho programmes without "frying"
features, and by manufacturers of reliable radio
apparatus, who have reduced static interference
to a minimum.
"Frying sounds" is one way to describe the
peculiar noise which static causes in a receiving
set. But with the advance in knowledge of the
art and the tremendous amount of research done
r~cently by engineers and manufacturers this
trouble has been practically eliminated
'
I
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Interference i,; another term for •·frying
sounds " and interference has been practically
controi'led by the development cf better parts
• for radio sets.
For instance the public is just beginning to
realize that the variable condenser, which was
considered a very satisfactory article a year ago,
would not be satisfactory to-day.
.
Manufacturers have developed what 1s called
a low loss condenser, that is, one in which the
dielectric resistance is very low. It is absolut_ely
necessary to have such a condenser when usmg
radio frequency amplification, o~· wi_th the latest
development of the art, refle circuits.
"Reflex" means using the amplifying t~be
twice, first using the vacuum tube to . amphfy
at radio frequencies, and then at audible frequencies.
This type of set, which is_ very simJ.?le to c~nstruct as it uses no complicated tum:ng eqmpment, ' will bring in stations 1,000 t~nles a way
using a loop as an antenna O!' usmg a few
turns of wire around the moldmg of a room
(the so-called inside antenna).
SHORT

WAVE

RADIO MAY HAVE BIG
FUTURE
Just what is the plan of short-waved relaying?
Briefly, it is the broadcasting of prog;rams on a
Wl\Ve-length below 100 JIJeters, to be picked up at
one or more distant stations and relay~d_ on a
higher wave length to serve t_he rece1vmg-_set
owners in the districts surrounding the relaymg
stations.
.
The Westinghouse Company has been cany!ng
on experiments with this method of broadcastmg
for the past year and has in that time been able
to gather a great deal of useful ~ata fron: these
experiments. Frank Conrad, assistant ch1_ef, engineer of the company, ~nd w~ll known 1~. the
"radio world because of his station, SXK, 1s believed to be the man who first experimented with
broadcasting on these very short wave le~gths:
Before Mr. Conrad got into the work radio engi~ers had proved by mathe~atics t!1at transmission on short waves was impracticable, but
he had an idea that their calculations might not
be correct and decided to investigate for himself
the possibilicies of broadcasting effecti".ely on
wave lengths of 100 meters or lower. First, he
built a set to transmit on 100 meters and found
by tests with an amateur operator in Boston
that the 100-meter wave-length was more selective and more efficient than even· 360 meters.
Mr. Conrad next arranged for a private tel~phone connection between Station KBKA and l11s
home, about _four miles d_istant, and by a special
circuit arranged to receive programs from the
studio circuit over his telephone line. He then
connected this telephone line to his 100-meter
transmitting set and sent out KDKA's programs
simultaneously with the broadcasting on 360
I"' meters.
In Boston and other places it was reported that
this transmission was stronger than the signals
received directly from KDKA on 360 meters~ This
was true, even though his station was much less
powerful than the one at East Pittsburg.-Radio
Broadcast.

-

IMPROVEMENT IN COMi\IERCIAL
RECEIVERS
A year ago 90 per cent. of the radio ti-ade
consisted in the sale of parts. Everyone was
attempting to assemble a _set. Dr. Lee De For~st
said at the time that rad10 would make a nation
of mechanical, engineers of the American people.
Some of the finished sets were works of art.
Some of them would also function as they were
expected to. But not all.
Ordinarily, even partial failure would have
discoura.ged the young Edisons and caused them
to invest their remaining funds in manufactured
sets known to operate properly. But. the mind
of the amateur mechanic would not run in the
groove. Balked by one set of parts, he immediately assembled a new set and started a secon~
layout. Nothing could have been tho~ght of
better suited to booll). the sale of accessones.
That strange mechanical trait still remains
after three years of extensive failu!es, but the
percentage of those who build their own has
decreased slightly. It is now estimated that 75
per cent. construct their own receivers from
parts.
Of the millions of sets made at home from
parts good and bad, only one in twenty-five work
as it should, according to the estimate of one
authority. Many of them operate after a fashion,
and the owner, in the enthusiasm which follows
the completion of his masterpie~e, is apt to believe tha;t any sound is a satisfactory sound. Hc>
glorrifies the accomplishment. As the set is
used more and more and other sets are describeJ
and demonstrated, the builder realizes that his
workmanship is lacking in details. Perhaps he
finds it necessary to use th:ree tubes to bring m
a certain station while the ·small boy across the
street is reaching the same station with a single
tube. A certain number of these amateur constructionists decide that one attempt and partial
failure is $Ufficient, and thereafter invest their
funds in a commercial set that is sure to work.
Commercial receivers de~igned and built by established companies not only operate satisfactorily to-day, but to-morrow and the week after
that. They are reliable. How often the amateur
is forced to say to his visiting friends: "That's
strange. The set worked last night." This seldom happens when the receiver is a standard
product. By laboratory refinements that are invisible to the casual observer, the engineers have
succeeded in removing those small but miighty
troublesome jinxes.
As time goes on and the desire for perfect
reception rather than stunt reception becomes
more general, the radio public will gradually
lean toward the finished set just as they now
select finished talking machines and kitchen
cabinets.
Because of the small boy's natural instinct for
construction and the same instinct in the grown
man, the sale of parts will always be considerable, but even then it is probable that the fam ly
will have a .::ommercial product for its own use
while father and the boys clutter the attic with
an assortment of parts to connect in varied combinations. The complete set is essential to the full
enjoyment of broadcasts, whether from local
broadcasters or distant stations.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
LOSES $535 IN SKIRT BANK
Mary Darmody, agea crippled domestic, of No.
98 Hobson avenue, Laurel Hill, Queens, lost almost all h11.r life savings the othe1· day. She had
$535 tied in a handkerchief, which was pinned to
an underskirt. The precious package was missed
when she reached the house of her employer,
Charles M. Leahy, No. 453 Lockwood street.
Mrs. Dermody planned to use the money, saved
for twenty years, to open a candy store or restaurant with her sister, Mrs. J. Moore.
SAVED $25,000 FROM BANDITS
Quick thinking by the driver of a Ford Motor
Company pay-car in Detroit, Mich., saved a bag
containing $25,000 when four armed bandits tried
to hold him up. As 1 the bandits interl!epted the
car the driver leaped from the machine and placed
the bag on a passing locomotive of the Detroit,
Toledo & Ironton Railroad, Ford's own railroad.
The pay-car was on the way from the River
Rouge plant to a construction camp at Flat Rock
when the bandits intercepted it. They disappeared after the bag was tossed onto the locomotive.
THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT LOCKSMITHS '
The postal l_aws and regulations forbid postmasteJ:s or other postal employees to repair locks
themselves, and as a result 18,000 were sent during the year to the.mail equipment shops in Washington to be 1·epaired. The average cost of repairing each lock amounted to about six and a
half dollars. Figures just compiled show that
the Post-office Department manufactured 350,152
locks during 1921 at a cost of $79,000. In 1922
the number of locks turned out for the use of the
postal system was 136,938.
THE "BIG'-BERTHA" MYSTERY
From General Alle·n•s Rhineland journal:
"Commandant Jacobson of the Board of Control
at Essen related the story of the unexpected dis-

covery connected with the long-range German
guns, the 'Berthas.' In accordance 1ith the data
worked out at the Krupp establishment these guns
should have fired a distance of forty kilometers '"...
and the firing was carried out on this idea without
the supervising authorities being able to find
where the projectiles were landing. A farmer
living eight kilometers beyond the targets made
complaint to the authorities that shells were falling on his place. The formulas were gone over
again and it was found that the range under the
conditions given, with the powder used, character
of the gun, etc., should be only forty kilometers.
At that time diminution of friction at a height
above ten kilometers was not known, and this
proved to be the key to the great range of one
hundred and twenty kilometers subsequently attained with a maximum coordinate of fifty kilometers.''

LAUGHS
Drunk-I shay, old man, lesh go_ out and have
a party. Temperate One-I'm sorry but I have
a case of dyspepsia. Drunk-S'all right. Bring
it along, I'll drink anything.
Husband (going through housekeeping accounts)-~ut what is the earthly use of running
accounts with four grocers ? Wife-Well, you see
dear, it makes the bills so much smaller!
' '
T_alkative Barber (after wearying a man in the
chair for half an hour)-And what would you like
on your head, sir? Customer-My hat, just as
soon as you can manage it!
Mother-Why did ye cane my child foi:° nothing? 'l'eacher-I caned him because he wouldn't
tell me where the River Thames was. He only
stood and looked at me. Mother-He would be
dumfounded at yer ignorance, most likely.
:;

A wag who thought to have a joke at the expense of a provision dealer said: "Can you supply me with a yard of pork?" "John,'' said the
dealer to his assistant, "give this gentleman three
pigs' feet."
"Are the sheets damp?" said the fussy old man
at the hotel. "No," said the housemaid, who
wanted to be obliging, "but we can sprinkle 'em
for you if you like. ·
"This nature note says a giraffe has a tongue
13 inches long," remarked Mrs. Grouch. "Yes,"
replied her husbad, "but the giraffe has so much
m:>re sense than a woman, for even with as big a
tongue as that it never uses it to make a sound."
A negro called at the hospital and said, "I
called to see how mah frei:i Joe Brown was gettin'
along.'' 'I'he nurse said: "Why, he's getting along
fine; he's convalescing now.'' "Well," said the
darky, "I'll just sit down and wait till he's
through."
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
LEAVES FUND FOR HER CATS
U nde r the will of Mme. Ottille Borri s, North
Anover's .accomplished resident, who during the
later years of her life lived in an abandoned
schoolhouse $100 is left in trust to Sarah Emily
Abbott, to provide food and shelter for her four
Persian cats:
Mme. Borris, whose husband, Albert Borris,
was a noted German painter who won great fame
in this country, was a lover of cats and took
great delight in them. She former ly lived in
splendor in W-est Roxbu1·y, in a beautiful mansion that wa s styled the "Artists Paradise."
Her cat s wer e often exhibited and took many1
prizes.

~

THE RED RIVER
The Red River rises in the lake region of Minnesota, not far from the sources of the Mississippi, flowing in a northerly direction, while the latter flows southerly. It has a length of about 700
miles, and forms a boundary between North Dakota and Minnesota. Entering the Province of
Manitoba it continues northward and empties
into Lake Winnipeg:.., The valley of the Red River
is one of t he greatest wheat growing regions in
the world, beca use of the fertile soil which was
deposited long ago by the ice sheets of the glacial
period and by a lai:ge prehistoric lake known as
Lake Agassiz. In many places along the course
this rive r , a s well a s its tributaries, has cut channels from 20 to 50 feet deep .through the rich,
clayey soil. Waterpower has been developed to a
considerable extent on its tributaries. From
Breckenridge, Minn., to the international boundary line, a dist ance of a little over 395 miles, the
channel _of the Red River has been improved by
the Unit ed States Government and the water
sometimes rises high enough to allow small steamers to go up the southwest branch a s far as Lake
Traverse and from there to go down t he Minnesota River to the Mississippi.
THE WATER-OUSEL
Thou gh the air is the native element of birds,
there are several species that seem to prefer
water , and rega rd that as their safest 1·et r eat in
time of danger. The water-ousel, or "dip per ,"
which, Dr . Coope1· says, "combines the fo rm of a
sandpiper, the song of a canary and the aquatic
habits of a duck," is one. The ousel is a species
peculiar t o t he mountainous regions of the western half of our continent, where it dwells along
streams and on the margins of our moun tain
lakes. In winter, when the water s a re frozen over ,
it will seek warmer regions, unless it can be sur e
of fin ding h oles in the ire, whereupon it will not
hesitate to remain at home. Here i t will r emain
during the cold weather, diving through the hole
in the ice and catching small fi sh.
So fo nd of tho water is the ousel that it will
build its nest as close to it as possible, and mountaineers have reported several cases wherein pairs

of the birds built their nests behind wate1-lalls,
and there raised their young. The young lake
to the water early, and cases. have beeen kno\\'n
of fledglings unable to fly which, whim alarmed,
have rushed for the nearest stream and with the
utmost ease and confidence run along the bottom
of the stream for some distance before coming
up for air.
.
Although the ousel uses its feet to a grea~ extent while swimming, its chief moti11e power 1s its
wings, which move exactly as in the pr?ces~ of
flying. The wings are well adapted to sw1mmmg,
being almost as broad as ~ong, and of gr~at power.
The ~ail is very shor~ and the body_ is cove.red
with a thick down, which aci;s as a shield agaim;t
the water.

IN
MACHINE
ELECTRICAL
NATION
The Brooklyn Edison Company put into operation recently the biggest piece of electrical
machinery in the world when it set in motion the
new 35,000-kilowatt frequency changer plant at
Hudson avenue and the East River. This huge
unit is 47 feet long by 21 feet wide at the base,
stands 15 feet high and weighs 450 tons.
One of its unique features is that it is controlled from another station at Gold str eet, two
block,s away and around two corners. The man
who stops and starts it never sees it move. By
the· turning of an electric switch he starts the
frequency changer going at 300 !'evolutions a
minute and the needle on a dial tells him that
everything is working smoothly. ,
In this feature it stands alone in the worlJ.
For it is not only the largest piece of electrical
machinery in the world, but the largest remole
controlled unit in existence.
The machine is so huge that when the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
built it, it could not be assembled in their main
plant for trial before shipment. P~rt of it wa .
made in their East Pittsburg plant and part in
another city. It was shipped to Brooklyn in i,art~
without testing and assembled for ihe first time
in its permanent home.
Despite its great weight the machine is i:;o
delicat ely balanced that it is possible for two me11
to turn over the generator by hand.
The putting into operation of this machine repr esent$_ the initial service of the new equipmen t
· and construction on which the Brooklyn E dison
Company has spent $~3,00'0,000 this year .
This machine cost $387,000, plus the charge
fo r installation.
The purpose of the frequency changer is to
t ake t he 6,600-volt current from the 25-cycle system and ti-ansform it to 13,200 volts on the 60cycle system. It can also be used in the opposite
direct ion, changing from 60 cycle to 25 cycle. In
other words, the frequency changer's function is
to equalize the load between the two parts of the
Brooklyn Edison Company's distributing system.
BIGGEST
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--LAT EST ISSUES - 1066 Young Wlld West"s Scrimm age ln Mexico; or,
Arietta and the Variuero Dan<iY1067 " Balklup: the "Bad" Men; or, Saved by
the Clevet
l:hlnee.
1068 " Leading tbr Cowboy s; or, Arletta ,s Fight
Wltb
the Rustlers .
1069 " Outwitt ing the Outlaw s; or, Dandy
Dick's Defiance.
1070 " Pursuin g tl1e Pawnee s: or, Arletta and
tbe Redskin Princpss .
1071 " ancl "C'nnnin g Chip"; or, The Gold Gang
of
the Gulch.
1072 " ancl thP Border Crooks; or, Arletta
and tbe
Rmup:gl er Queen.
1073 " Fip:htin g the Fire Fiends; or, Saving
a Herd
1075 " ai::'J S,~t~fir nt Scout; or, The Sign That
Saved
the Settlrme nt.
1076 " Staking n Tenderf oot; or, Arletta and
tbe Grlzzlv Bear.
1077 " Roping the "Ghost Dancers "; or, Spoiling
an
Indian Outbrea k.
1078 " Capturi ng a Claim; or, Arietta and
the Gold
0
1079 " an1:i i~!\)<>n clwoocl Deadsb ot; or, The
Man" Wbo
Was Hnrrl to BPat.
1080 " RPsculni ,: n RnnPhm an; or, ),_ r!ettn
and the
Renegac l.- Cowhoy s.
1081 " Betrayec l hy a Greaser ; or, Sealed In
an Aztec
Tomb.
1082 " Fli,:h t at thf' Forks; or, Arietta and
tbe Lost
Emigra nt Train.
.
1083 " and t11e Despera do; or. The Masked
Men of tbe
Mounta in.
1
•
1084 " Weston Welcom e; or, ArlPttn'
s Birthda
1085 " Rapid-F ire Flirb.t: or. Holclinp : a Cave y Gift.
of Gold.
1086 " at a Cowboy "Shindi g"; or, Arletta
Call1ng a
Bluff.
1087 " ancl Renor Santo; or, The Brigand
s of tbe
Border.
1088 " Calling tbe Cavalry ; or, Arietta' s Tbrlllln
g Ride.
1089 " Ready Rifle; or, Tbe Bullet That
Found a
1090 " R~~k.A gent Round- Up; or, Arietta Carryin
g
the Mall .
1091 " and the Red Rancbe ro; or, The Plot
to Burn
a Settlem ent.
,
c
J()l)2 " On a Puzzlinp : Trail; or, Arietta'
s N ug,:,:et
10113 " Fight In the Sagebru sh; or, The Richest lue.
Spot
In Nevada.
l0!H " and Little Mo~cas ln: or, Arlettn' s Pawnee
Peril.
10\Ki " St~pln g n "Shoot- Up"; or, Tbe Grudge
That
Neper Waq Paid.
1096 " On the Frontie r; or, Arletta and the
Mexican
Outlaws .
10\l7 " ancl "Tbree- Flngere d Tom"; or, The
Tougbe st
)fan in Camp.
1098 " Richest Panout;
or, A"rletta and tb e Hldd e n
Cave.
1099 " and the Ropers; or, A Finish Fight On
tbe
Range.
•
l tt 's
1100 " Trallin,: r the Express Tb1eves
; or, A re
a
Golden Reward .
1101 " Trimmi ng the Toughs ; or, Making Music
for
1102 " i~d~ies bake-"C p; or, Arletta' s Daring Deception.
Fo1' . .le by all new1dea ler1, or wRI bo IN&&
to any
. . . reu •• reeeipt of pJ'iee, 7• per eo•Y• In
mone:r o,
l)OINl&"e • tomPI, by

HARRY 1!!. WOLFF , Publl1b er, lne.,
UHi Wc • t Uti1 ltroel,
Mew York Ctty

SCE NAR IOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price 35 Cents Per Copy
This book contains all the most recent _changes ln
th mithod of construc tion and su bmlss1o
n or scena';,ios. Slxt Lessons , covering every phase
sc~narlo writing1. For sale by all Newsde alers and orBookstores. It you cannot procure a copy, send us
price, 35 cents, In money or postage stamps, and the
we
will mail you one, postage free. Address
L. SENARE :NS, ~19 Seventh Ave., New York,
N. Y

OUR TEN - CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instruc tive, and Amusi ng. They contain
Valuab le Inform ation on Almos t
Every Subjec t.
No. 1,
NAPOL EON'S ORACU LU!\1 AND DREAM
BOOK. - Contain ing tbe great oracle of
buman deetiny: also the true meaning of almost any
dreams, togethe r with charms, ceremon ies, and kind of
cnrioul
games of cards.
No. 2. now TO DO TRICKS . - Tbe great book
of
mn,:,:ic nnd card tricks, contnin ing full Instruct
ion on all
the Jeacllng card tricks of the day, also the most
mngicol illusion s as perform ed . hy our leadingpopular
magiclans; every boy sbonld ohtaln a copy of this book.
No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT. - The arts and wiles
of
flirtatio n ore fully explaine d by this little book.
Besides the various methocl s or handker chief,
glove,
parasol, window and hat flirtatio n, it contain sfan,
of the languag e of nnd sentime nts of flowers.a full list
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of this little
book.
It rontnlns full Instruct ions In the
ot dancing , etiquette In the hallroom nncl nt parties,arthow
to
dress,
and
full <lircctio ns for Pallln,:,: off' ln nil popular square
dances.
:No. 5. HOW TO )JAKE LOVE. - A complet
e
guide
to
Jove. courtsh ip and marriag e, ,:,:ivln,:,:
advice,
rules nod etiquett e to be obsPrve d, withsensible
many
curious
nnfl lnteresti np: thlnirs nllt general ly known.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOl\r E AN A'l'HLE
- Giving
full Instruct ions for the use of dumhhe lls, TE.
Indian clubs,
parallel bars. horizon tal bars and various other
metbod s
of develop ipg n good, l1ealtby muscle; contain ing
over
sixty Illustra tions
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS. - Handso mPlv
Illustrated nncl contain ing full Instruct ions for the
manage ment and tra!nln,:, : of tl1e cnnnry, mocking bird, bobolin
k.
blackbir d, paroriue t, parrot, etc.
No. 8.

HOW TO BECOM E A VENTR

IST. By Harry Kenned y. Every intellige nt boyILOQU
tbls
book of Instruct ions can master the nrt, nodreading
create
any
nmount or fun for hlmselt and friends. It Is the
greatest book ever pu bllsbed.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX. -Tbe nrt of self-def ense
made
easy. Contain ing over tblrty Illustra tions of
blows, and tbe differen t position s of a good guards,
boxer.
Every boy should obtain onP of these useful nnd
Instructiv e books, as It wilVtea ch you bow to box wltbont
an lnst,uct or.
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-L ETTER S. -A
most
complet e little book, -contain ing full directio ns
for writing Jove-let ters, nnd when to use tbem, giving
specimen letters for youn<? and old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTE RS TO LADIES
.Giving complet e Instruct ions for writing letters
to ladles
on all subject s; also letters of introduc tion,
notes
and
re(Juests .
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; or, BOOK

OF ETIQU ETTE.
- It ls a great life secret, and one tbat
every young
man desires to know all about. There's happine
In ItNo. 14. HOW TO l\.lAKE CANDY .-A complet ss
book for making all kinds of candy, ice-crea ms, e handsyrups,
esRences, etc .. etc.
No. 17. HOW TO DO MECHA NICAL

TltICK S.-Contalnlng complet e Instruct ions for perform
ing over sixty
mechan ical trlcks . Fully Illustrat ed.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOM E BEA.UT IFUL.-O
01' the
brightes t and most valuable little books ever ne
given to
the world. Everybo dy wishes to know how
to
become
benutlfn l, both malP and female. The secret Is
simple,
nnrl almost costless .
No.

20.

HOW

TO

ENTER TAIN

AN

EVENI NG

PARTY . - A complet e C'ompen dlum of games,
sports.
enrd diversio ns, comic recitals, et<'., sultnble
parlor
or drP.win g-room entertnl nmpnt. It contain s for
more
for
tb~ money than any hook puhllshe d.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.- Tbe most
complPte hnntlnir Rn<l ftshin,:,: ,:,:ulde ever publishe d.
It contains full lnstrud lons nhout guns, hunting dogs,
trappin g and fishing, togethe r with descript ion of trapa,
game
and flab.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLA IN DREAll IS. -Tbls
little
book. gives the explana tion to all kinds
gether with lucky ancl unlucky days. of dreams, toNo. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTE RS TO GENTL
EJ\IEN. - Contain ing full directio ns for writing to
gentlemen on all subjects .
For sale by all newsdea lers, or will be sent to an7
address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy,

In money or stamps, ~Y

HARR Y E. WOLF F, Publish er, Inc.
166 West 23d Street,
New York Cit;z

How I inc1•eased mY,(',salary
more bythan
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HEN one day, glancing through a magazine, I
came across the story of a man just like myself.
He, too, hacf left school when he was fourteen years
of age, and had worked for years at a small salary.
But he was ambitious, He decided that he would
get out of the rut by training himself to become
expert in some line of work.
So he got in touch with the International Corre1pondence Schools at Scranton and started to study
in his spare time at home. It was the turn in the
road for him-the beginning of his success.
Most stories like that te II of the presidents of
great institutions who are earning $25,000 and
$50,000 a year. Those stories frighten me. I don't
think I could ever earn that much. But this story
told of a man w ho, through spare time study, lifted
himself from $25 to $75 a w eek. It made an impression on ine because it talked in te rms I could
understand. It seemed reason able to suppose that
I could do as well.
I tell you it di dn't take me long that t ime to mark
and send in that familiar coupon. Info rmation
reg arding the Course I had m arked came back by
return m ail. I fo und it w asn't too la te to make up
the education I had denied myself as a boy.
I was surprised to find out how fa scinating a
home-study course could be. The I. C. S. worked
with me every hour I had to spare. I felt myself
growing. I knew the~ was a bigger job waiting
for me somewhere.
Four months after I enrolled my employer came
SO me and told me that he always gave preference
men who 1tudicd their jobs-and that my next

.a

1l11f
- ,

I'·(' a,·,I

J oseph.Anderson
AM just the average man-twenty-eight years
old, with a wife and a three-year-old youngster.
I left
school
wasI fourteen.
parents
didn't
want
me towhen
do it,I but
thought I My
knew
more
than they did.
I can see my father now, standing before me,
pleading, threatening, coaxing me to keep on with
my schooling. With tears in his eyes he told me
how he had been a failure all his life because of
lack of education-that the untrained. man is always
forced to work for a small salary-that he had
hoped, yes, and prayed, that I would be a more
,uccesaful man than he was.
B.ut no I My mind was made up. I had been
offered a job at nine dollars a week and I was going
to take it.
That nine dollars looked awfully big to me. I
didn't realize then, nor for years afterward, that I
was being paid only for the work of my hands. My
~rain didn't count.

r.

1

1

j
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• alary envelope would show how much he thought
of the improvement in my work.
/
Today, my salary is more than 300% greater than
it was when I began my studies. That increase baa
meant a better home and all the luxuries that mako
life worth while.
What I have done, you can do. For I am just an
average man. I had no more education to begin
with than you have-perhaps not as much. The
only difference is a matter of training.

T

O every man who is earning less than $75 a
week, I say simply this :-Find out what th,
I. C. S. can do for you!
It will take only a minute of your time to mark
and mail the coupon. But that one simple act may
change your whole life.
If I hadn't taken that first step four year• ago
I wouldn't be writing this message ·to you today!
No, and I wouldn't be earning anywhere near $75
..!l week, either 1
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4 4 9 5~8, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, pl ease bill me how I can qualify for

the position or i n the subject bef or e which I have marked an X:
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
B ualneaa Manaa:ement
o Salesmanshlp
Induat rla.l Ma nag-,ment
~A dve rtising
P ersonnel Oi,:&nization
Better Letters
Traffic Management
Show Card Letterini:
Buslneu Law
Stenov,aphy and Typ~
B a nki ng and Banking Law
llusJness Eng11sh
Accountancy{includi ngC.P. A. ) ~Civll Service
Cost Account-lng
R ailway Mail Cl~rk
BookkeeplnaCommon School Subjects
Prlvate Secretary
IIh::h School Subjects
Span lsh
French
Illustrating
Cartoontns

!
B

•

•

TECHNICAL AND
E lectrical Engineering
E lectric Llghtlng
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
~ Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions
oas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer
Surveyi ng and Mavvlnc
Meta llurgy
Steam Eng l neerl nii

•

B
8

BRadio

•

INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Architect
Blue Print Rea.dlng
D Contractor and Builde r

8

8Arch1tectu,al DraftsmaD
Concrete B uilder
~ Structural Enstincer
Chemistry D P harmac7
Automoblle Work
Airplane Engines
Navigat ion
Agricultu re and Poultry
Mathematics

Name ............. , .......... ....... ,...•...........•..•............ ....... .... ....... ......... .......••

Str.et

a - 3 - 2:J

Ad dreaa .................................... - ............................................... ......... .

Cit.J .. ...................................... .......... St&te ......................................... .
Occupation ......... ........................ ............. ... ... ,................... ....... .... ... ..
.Ptnon, rea idi na in Canada 1hould ,end t:M1 r11uport M r n e .1nrernaticmal Corr11pondtmc• Bchooi, Canadian, Lim·Ued~ 41 ontr,,rt CaJeciG.

LIi I LE .ADS

Write to Riker 8 Kint, A dvertising Offices, 1133 Broadway, New York City, or
29 East Mad.;son Street, Chicago, fo r particulars abo1tt advertising in thi.• magaz in'-.

AGENTS WANTED

AOE'NTS-200% PROFIT, WONDERFUL LITTLE AR ·
TICLE. Something new ; sells hKe wUdfl.ro. CarTY
rilht In ~ket. W r lte at once ror rree &ample. Al·
btrt M m,, Manage r, 9855 .American Dulldln11, Clnclnnat1 , Oh io.
SELL TAILORING durlng spare time.
Bi& comm!&·
11on1 oa ld dally 8elllng our $50 vlrcin wool tailored
to measure au lUi and overooats, $31.5() direct to wearer.
Beautiful aampJea free. Monarch Tallorinc Co.• 100 Fifth
A:n .• Dept. F·91 . New York.

HELP WANTED
BE A DETECTIVE.

Opl)Ortunlty for men and women
tor eecret lnveatlr atlon ln your dlstrlct. Wrlte C. T.

Ludwtr. 521 Westo, er Bld£'. , Kansas City , M.o.
DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE. Work homo
or t.r avel expulence unnecusary. Wri te Georre \Varner, former Govt. Detecti,e, 1968 Broadway, N. Y .•

Dopt. R.
EARN $20 weekly spa ro time , at home. addreaslnr,
mail lnr nµ1s Jc. ci rcu lars. Send lOo fo r music, lnrorm atlon. American Music Co .• 1658 Broadw11y, D ept .
0 3. N. Y.

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, etc. , are want ed for publ l •
cation. Bubmll MSS. or write Lltera rJ Bureau, 515
n annlbal, Mo.

PERSONAL

PERSON AL-Continued
MANY VERY WEALTHY people want to many.

" De

con,tnced." Write Club, B-1022, Wichita, Kansas.
MARRY ME-Weallhy, but oh, so lonesome. Glrlle,
Box 55 . Oxro rd, Fla.
MARRIAGE PAPER-20th year. Dlg Issue wlth descrlp•
ttons, photos, names and addresses. 25 cents. No
other ree . Sent sea.led. Box 2265 R, Boston. Ma.ss.
MARRY IF LONELY ·
"Ilome Maker' ' ; hundreds
r i ch; confidential : reliable; years experien ce; ct escrlotlons rree. ..The Successful Club," Box 556, Oakland,
California.
MARRY-Free ohotographs, directory and descrlptlons
ot wealt hy members. Pay when married. New Plan
Co. . Dept. S6, Kanus City, Mo.
MARRY ME-wealthy, but ob. so lonesome. Girl1e.
Box 5'i . Oxrord , Fla.
MARRY-MARR I AGE DIRECTORY wlth photos and
descriptions free. Pay when marr ied. The E.1.chance,
Dept. 54 5, 1'.ausas City, Mo.
MARRY
HEALTH ,
WEALTH - Thousands ;
wortb
$5,000 to $100.000 : desl re murla11. Photos, d ..crlpt1ons free.
SUNFLOWER CLUB, ll-300, Cimarron,
,Kansas.
MARRY GIRLIE- Wealth $50.000, but lonesome, oh.
Irene. Box 55, Oxfo rd, Fla.
MARRY-Wri te for bi ll new directory with photos and
ct?;,sc~~io";.8 F ree. Nationa l Aee ncy. Dept. A, Kansaa

4TTRACTIVE YOUNG LADY, worth $33.000, wUJ mar- PRETTY GIRL wa nts a aweethea.rt. ·w rite, e.nclosinr
ennlope. Doris Dawn , South F.uc11d. Ohio.
rv
(E-Bl. B ox 1022, W ichita, K ansas.
BEAUTIFUL BLONDE WIDOW . worth $60,000, would PRETTY GIRLIE, wealthy, but oll, so lonesome. C.,.
Box 55. Oxford. Fla.
murv. M .. llo r 35, Lea~e. Toledo, Ohio.
-S: ORRESPONDE NCE CLUB-Many weallhy. Particu- REAL ESTATE DEALER. worth $40,000, will marry.
P .. Rox ~66. T.ea ~uo. n ennr. Colo,
lar, Fnr.1-:,. Smit h, Bor 1167 K . Den,er. Colo.
DO YOU WANT NEW FRIENDS? Write Dotty Leo, SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. EgypUao
&ecret.s.
DJack a rt , 0U1er rare books. C&taloe free.
I nc., 4'254 Broadway, Ne\Y York City, Stamp appreStar Rook: Co., 12R23. 122 Federal St. , Camden, N. J.
ci ated.
.,euJ
GENTLEMAN , 46, worth $ 40,000. aiu lou1 to marry. WHOM SHOULD YOU MARRY? we·u tell you
SOc and birth date to Character Studies, 15i 5 Ma.P ., Box 35, League, To ledo, Ohio.
rnnlc Temple, New York City.
HUNDREDS 11eeklnr marrla ce. It si ncere enclose st amp.
WINT E R IN FLORIDA , marry wldow worth $80,000.
Mn. F . \ Villa rd, 2928 B roadway, Chlcaco, Jlll noh.
J.eu:ue. Box 39. Oxford. Fla.
IF LONESOME exchange jolly letters with beautiful
ladles and wea lthy centlemen. Eva Moore, B ox 908, W~ST'ii'),~ 1.IDt?.~u!'."'i-~le~;~•&hl~S, would marry.
3
.Ta.ck1on, llle, F la. {Stamp),
DOW . 45. worth $100.000. des ires early marrlace.
INDEPENDENTLY weal thy widower, 55, will marry WIL..
Box
866,
League. Dennr , Colo.
aoon. E . , B ox 55, Leaa-u e, Toledo, Ohio.
IN FLORIDA , wrlte cbarmlug wldow worth
INDIVIDUAL, 1weethearts' club. It'a d iffere nt. Send WINTER
$80,000.
Box
89. Oxford. Fla.
flltamp and ft'e. Violet R ay, Den nison. Ohio.
, 45, worth $100,000, ci t-s ires early marriage.
INDEPENDENTLY WEALTHY WIDOWER, 55. wishes WIDOW
L
.
.
Box
AM
.
Leacue.
Denver, Colo.
to marrJ. E . Box S5 . League, Toledo, Ohio.
, 28 . lar2"e ranch owner, will marry, T. , Box
LODK WHOSE HEREI P rlnceas OKIE world famous WIDOW
8R6
.
Lea&ue,
D
enver.
Col
o.
horoscopes. ()et your's today, Don•t: delay. Send full
blrthdato and 10c, K. Okie, Box 2M, Mds. Sq. Sta., WINTER IN F LORIDA, write charming wldo" worth
S80.0IJO. Box 39. oxrord. Fla.
New York. N. T .
LONESOME-WORLD 'S GREATEST CLUB for lone- YOUN G AND PRETTY GIR L, very wea lthy, wlll marry.
Club. D 1022, Wichita. Kaneas.
•
some people; largest, best; established many years
Thouund1 ot a.ttractlve, congenial. wealthy members
SONGWRITERS
•••owhere, worth $4,000 to $400,000. wllllng to marry.
WR
ITE
T
H
E
WORDS
FOR
A
SO
NG-We co,;,oose music>.
Honorable, sincere people, write. I will send you tree
Subml t your poems to us at once. N ew York Melody
H undreds complete descripttoos.
One may be your
"Ideal." Am ma.kine many happy. Quick results guar• CnrooratJon , 405 F . R om an R Ut1 .. Ne w York.
11.nteed; try me. Old Reltable Successrul Club, Bon. PO EMS WANTE D- Sell YO\lr son&-n rscs ror ca~ll. RubRalnh Hyde, Mgr., 166 - A, San Francisco.
mtt Mss. at on ce or write New Era Mus lc Co., 140,
LONE SOME ? Make fri ends among our vast member- _§t. Louis. Mo.
ship.
ConftdenttaJ, Mrs. Franz, 949 Mont.an& Street,

TOBACCO HABIT

f'hfcago.
LONESOME ?

MAKE NEW FRIEND S. Write Dolly
Gray Club. A.., Box 186. Denver, Colorado. Stamp
appreciated.

TOBACCO or Snurr H abit cu red or no PRY.

cured.

Rerqedy sent on t rl&i.

R1tltfmorf", M d.

$1. 00 Jr
Superba Co. . PC.,

MISCELLANEOUS
DIABETES CAN

B E C UR ED. My Treatise, Psychoana]yalo & Hyelene. $1.00. Prof. J, W . Collini, 132
Nasnu St., Dept. 418, N. Y. C,

P(MPLE5 GOITRE Pa~:ihon
Your Skin Can Be Qutckl,- Cleared ol
Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on
the face or body, Barbers I tch, Eczema.
Enlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny Skin.

FREE

Write today for my FREE BOOKLET
••A CLEAR-TONE SKIN," telling how f
eurad u,.,-self after bei n1r afflicted 16 yean.

$1000 Caah ..,. I can c lear your •kin of t h e above b le m ish• ••

E.S.GIVENS, 188 Chemical Bldg., Kansas C ity, M o.
TR l!U• B!'IT malled on
• KEE TRI AL, It it cures,
• eodS I · If not, tt'•FRXE,
W rite for J'.OOJ' tr .. atment

ASTHMA8~~.:.-:we:~~a:

~~fes!~d,f.~!~Earn Xmas Money

AMERICAN CHRIBTMAS l!lflALS. Sell for
10c a set. , vhen s old, send us $3.00 and kee p
,2.00.
B. Neubecker, 9111 JI:, Ud al,, Bro okl7-. .N, I'..

RAT GE TS
CHICKENS
Frank W. Raysor , a merchant ,
in St.. Matthews,
S. C., has a problem for a rodent
expert to work
out . "If a r at
can kill, eat and
annihdlate
completely
seventyfive c h i c k e n s
within about two
hours, how big is
t he rat and how
many
chickens
would he e~t in
an eight-hour day
with no interference?"
The other day
Raysor had shipped to him from
Sumter 100 little
chicks. T hey were
housed in a heavy
pasteboard container, subdivided
into four comforta b Ie
compartments, with twenty-five chicks to
e a c h compartm e n t. Whi le
awaiting t he a fternoon train for
St . Matthews a
rat destroyed seventy-five of t he
chicks.
T he
entrance
was a neat piece
of work and t he
inner entrances
from one cell to
the other were
equally as neat.
The rat eliminated the usual chaff
from his gnawings and seemed
to tear the pasteboard
in
big
shreds, leaving a
well formed and
a l m o s t perfect
cir cle. He does
business in the
modern
w ay,
prom p ted no
doubt
by
the
t h o u g h t that
since he was depriving Mr. Raysor
of
threefourths of his fine
chicks he would
spare him the
trouble of sweeping out the tras~

(8

$1~000 REWARD

AYS FULL OF EXCITEMENT. Giving "expert" testimony in a famous court trial. A conference with the "Chief" on a knotty problem ; a conviction that brings a rich reward; these are
everyday incidents in the life of that specialist of detect;ves-The Finger Print Expert.
Demand for men trained in tbis work grows greater every day. Men like YOU are needed. A short course of
training taken evenings at home in your spare time will bring you this diploma-the same as those hanging
in the offices of the most successful Finger Print Chiefs in the country. You will be a graduate of the most
famous school of its kind in the whole world. No special advance training is required. Not even a high school
course. Here is a profession which gives a chance to men who cannot afford a long costly education.
, ........................................................................................... ..
Send the coupon below for full information, interE UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIBNCE
woven with pictures and stories of famous crimes
Dept,, 10-99 1920 Sunnyside Avenue, Chlcaro, IIL
solved by nnger print evidence. Here is y.our great : ·
:•rpJ~g,da~~ ;~~~
~ -~::;~;::ir::i11u~~t~~iuE~b~t:,r;,
opportunity. Seize it NOW.

D

w;;:~..

Profeiaional Finger Print Outfit-just like

FR EE -fr: f:au

·
p ·0 D
d b th F "
~hoeen:~1fe~ow': ~Is~t~c~;e~
course in Secret Service Intelligence. Don't put it off and
risk missing this ,;ped al offer . Send t he coupon TODAY.

th

University of Applied Science

1120 Sunnysld• Avouu•, Dept. 10-119

<:hlc:aso, Ill.

:

offer of a F~EE co~rae in _Secret Service Jntellig:eace a.nd th•

:_: Free Profeu1onal 1!'10g-er Pnnt Ootflt.

!: Nam, .... ...... . ... .... .... . .. .. .... .. ..... u . . . ...... .,,.., .,, ., . u ••
:

= Addr.... ... .... .... . .. .. ................. . . .. ... . .. ... .. .... ......... .

i. .......................................................

Aqc •• •. . . .. ....

COW CLIMBS
STAIRS

HOW TO MAKE LOVE

(NEW BOOK)Tells bow to Get

Acquainted; How to Begin Courtship
How to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo a
Widow;towln an Heircsa;bowtocatcn
a R ieb Bachelor; bow to manage your,
beau ti,makc him rropose;bow to make
your fellow or gir love ypu: wbattodo
before and after the wedding.' T ells
other things necessary for Lo•~rs to
know, SampJ--,0py t,y mall JO cent&,

.801AL

d
F Or
•ven
G.
-

~·

Solve This Puzzle
3
12 21
20 15 23

11
9

25
14

WinSOOOVotes

What, words do these numbers
m:ike.

~

G'::lf°wn.l{;:e
f>':!'!~~I~~ ~e_.~l~;3~y4 l~u&::~~ r1;. .,
Rewarda. Prize• duplicated In case of

0

Comics, Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper
nnd Magazine Illustrating, Pastel Crayon
Portraits and Fashions. By Mail or Local
Classes. Easy method. Write for terms and
Llst of successful stud en ts.
ASSOCIATED ART

• TUDIOS

A-92 Flatiron Rulldinir, New York

aoos; oo,.

$ - - - OL:Q

Dox 808 11o. ~or walk. Co,.,

MONEY WANTED - - - $

$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds ot old
,!!Oins. Keep ALL Olcl or odd money, it may ,
be VERY varnable. Send 10 cts. for ILLUSTRATED COIN VALUE BOOK, 4x6. Get
Posted. We pay CASH.
CLARKE COIN CO., Ave. 13, LeRoy, N. Y.

P-I MPLES
CAN BE CURED. It you suff'er from pimples, acne, blackheads, brown spots or eruptions I want to send you my sim1>le home
treatment under plain Wl'al)per. It gave me a
so.ft, velvety, smooth a.n d radlaut corµplexion,
and cured thousands of men and women,
Simply send
after everything else failed.
name for generous 10 ,lay tree trial offer of
my secret home treatment.
W. H. WARREN,
522 Gray Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

What Is your Zodiac
dl>es it
Wba t
Sign ?
mean to your future?happiness in marriage?enemies,
friends,
success in all under•
takings ?-and other
Important questions?
,
We t ell you FREE.
Your future is governed by Astrology,
the science that hns foretold events
with almost unfailing accuracy since
The de1200 years before Christ.
pendability of !ts truths has been investigated. ,
Let us give your Astrological Interpreta-

FR EE.
To
tion.
8
~~

packing~

cover

enclose

TEN

exJ\~f&a ftec~J lt?c~~v~~iirsi;
return maJl. Learn the truth. A big sur0

prise. Write today. DO NO'!' FORGET TO
ENOLOSE YOUR BIBTHDATE.
ZODIAC RESEARCH SOCIETY
Brooklyn, N."1(.
Si.lite- 398
415 .. 58 St.

A cow which
had
app::-.rently
been walking in':;r
her sleep lumbered into the hallway of 472 Humb ol d t s t l' e e t ,
_B rooklyn, N. Y.,
shortly before 1
o'clock the other
morning and
climbed the stairs
the second
to
floor.
who
"People
stay out late and
a
make
then
racket like ihis
make me sick,
muttered Henry
Marino, drowsily,
in bed on the second floor. "This
p1·ohibition is a
thing."
terrible
He dozed off.
There was a
heavy knock
against the door.
l\iarino blinked.
he
Indignantly,
pulled his blankets about him and
closed his eyes.
bang.
Another
Marina arose.
"Wait a minute," he muttered
peevishly. "I'll be
there, but you
gotta wait until I
and _
good
get
ready."
He opened the
door and ~azed
into the darkness.
A bulky form
loomed there.
"Moo?" asked
the shadowy figure, the word
translated, meaning, "want any
milk to-day?"
"Wow!" yelled
Marino, dashing
for the window
and yelling for
the police.
A squad from
the Hubert street
station-got planks
and managed to
slide the cow out
of the building.

